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CHAPTER I: THE NORTH AND SOUTH POLE MAGNETS: Basis for Derivation 

of Planck’s Constant Using Classic Mechanical Laws 

Author: Anthony Matovu: mlubega2001@yahoo.com : Mob. + 256 772 411 103 

 

1.1  INTRODUCTION  

Magnetic monopoles exist naturally and can be induced as well. Their unfortunate non-

existence prediction was based on the apparent “indistinguishability” of the North and 

South polar fields. One mode of expressing the apparent polar inseparability is captured 

in ‘continuous’ lines of force/field emanating from either magnetic pole into the other; 

the same is depicted in Figure 1.1. The Magnetic Dipole consequently became the 

assumed basic unit for Magnetism. The monopolar fields were only reserved for the 

charged particle fields, as shown in Figure 1.2. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_monopole: Accessed on September 23rd 2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further, Gauss’s Law for Magnetism as formulated in one of the Maxwell - Heaviside’s 

Equations for classical Electrodynamics  0 B  is a mathematical statement that 

 
 
Figure 1.1: Continuous Field Lines about a Bar Magnet 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field Accessed on September 3rd 2014 
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the source of magnetism cannot be uniquely articulated; this translated into stating that 

Magnetic Monopoles are non-existent!  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauss%27s_law_for_magnetism: Accessed on September 

23rd 2013. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field: Accessed on September 23rd 2013. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite of the above frustrating conclusions search for overcoming magnetic monopoles’ 

elusiveness has been on. Often complicated and sophisticated methods have been 

employed to break the deadlock. However, in this study simple/ordinary experimental 

and analytic methods are employed to demonstrate that actually magnetic monopoles 

exist.  

 

The procedure includes a review of the achievements of earlier Scientists, whose 

observations and conclusions unfortunately led to the quarantining of magnetic 

monopoles to a hypothetical existential realm. In this sequence comparison and analysis 

is made between field lines about bar magnets with those between unlike charged 

particles.  Secondly, induction principles are implemented through experimentation to 

realize distinct monopolar magnetic pieces.  

  

        
 
 
Figure 1.2: Monopolar Fields about Charged (±) Particles 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_charge Accessed on 3rd September 2014 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauss%27s_law_for_magnetism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_field
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In order to obtain the above goal, it becomes necessary to explore first, the constitution of 

the ‘electronically’ induced fields between the Positive and Negative ‘electronic’ charges. 

The similarities or differences with the fields between magnetic North and South Poles 

are bound to secure a new appreciation of magnetic monopoles or perpetuate their 

indetermination for other centuries to come!  

 

1.2 CONSTITUTION OF FIELDS BETWEEN UNLIKE CHARGED AND 

      CONDUCTING PARTICLES 

 

There is scientific consensus that charged particles form monopolar fields about 

themselves. This is manifested in Figure 1.2, where representations of two monopolar 

fields due to the Positive (+ve) and Negative (-ve) charged particles are displayed.  

However, the ultimate causality of the said fields is left unarticulated, let alone the 

ambiguous representations of the combined fields, which eliminates their monopolar 

characteristic as depicted in Figure 1.3. Below is a brief assessment of two cases of the 

field - forces due to charged particles as established by Coulomb and Ampere. 

 

1.2.1 The Coulumbian Force Fc  is defined between ‘stationary’ point charges (Q1, Q2) 

separated by a distance r. It exhibits an inverse distance square law as expressed in 

Relation (1.2).    

2

21

r

QQ
Fc         (1.1) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coulomb%27s_law: Accessed on August 29th 2013 

 

The inverse distance square law predicts an asymptotic condition as: 0r ! The 

corresponding field lines between the two interacting charged particles are thus not 

continuous as they have always been depicted (Figure 1.3)! In fact, two distinct 

monopolar fields exist simultaneously, without mutual contamination. These mutually 

interact whiles espousing an asymptotic locus joint as depicted in Figure 1.4. 

 

In summary, the following holds: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coulomb%27s_law
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 Since it belongs to magnetism to effect an ‘unaided’ mechanical attraction or 

repulsion, the two charged particles are necessarily magnetic in character. 

 Magnetic monopoles (point magnets) would effect the same actions if they are 

placed in a similar manner like the charged particles. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Asymptotic locus 

r 

Positive point Charge, B+ Negative point Charge, B- 

Figure 1.4:  Asymptotic Property Exhibited by the Monopolar fields 
                   between unlike Charged Particles. 

 
 
Figure 1.3: Erroneous Depiction of Monopolar Fields between Charged 
                   particles 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_field Accessed on 3rd September 2014 
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 Logically therefore, Coulombian point charged particles are magnetic 

monopoles or at most their aggregates. 

 Thus magnetic monopoles are real and their existence can be readily deduced 

from ordinary known scientific facts, like charged particles. It turns out that 

magnetic monopoles have always been recognized but under a different 

categorization. 

 

1.2.2  The Amperean Attraction-Repulsion Forces are defined between similar, thin, 

infinitely long and parallel steady current carrying conductors. Ampere observed that two 

close and straight-parallel thin Conductors attract each other if, they simultaneously 

conduct steady currents in the same direction; and repulse each other if currents move in 

different directions.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amp%C3%A8re%27s_force_law: Accessed on September 

24th 2013. 

 

The necessary inference therefore is that two distinguished unlike magnetic fields (B) 

are induced around a current conducting conductor. The fore said is illustrated in Figure 

1.5, where the attractive and repulsive responses of the two induced unlike 

Electromagnetic Field Components are indicated. 

Further, the Amperean Force FA per unit length between two straight parallel conductors 

is an inverse distance law and is expressed in Relation (1.2), where r is the separation of 

the wires, and I1, I2 are the direct currents conducted by the wires.   

r

II
FA

21       (1.2) 

The Force would be theoretically infinitely enormous at: 0r ! This condition clearly 

endorses the discontinuous/asymptotic situation for magnetic forces at the null distance 

between the conductors.   

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amp%C3%A8re%27s_force_law
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The above observation forms concrete evidence that actually the fields between the 

conducting wires are congruent with those between comparable ordinary magnets. As 

discussed shortly, fields between the conducting wires are directly associable with the 

North and South polarities of an ordinary bar magnet. The two conducting wires espouse 

an asymptotic bond about which attraction and/or repulsion occur in accordance to 

Relation (1.2). This is the condition which attributes a magnetic monopolar 

characteristic to the fields between the two conductors.  

 

In addition, the attractive-repulsive actions between the two conductors, strongly 

proposes a twin nature of the magnetic fields about each live wire conductors. 

Correspondingly, the induced magnetic fields (B+ and B-) about each conductor are 

unlike but equal strength-wise, which characteristics are depicted in Figure 1.5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clearly, the field lines around two current carrying conductors are null about the line of 

symmetry between the straight conductors. Further, the attractive-repulsive 

characteristics of the fields about a live conductor clearly endorse the fact that field 

lines do not form closed loops but are discontinuous at a particular locus about a live 

conductor; which practically passes through the center of the conductor, as the latter is 

assumed to be thin. The induced field about a live conductor has thus distinguishable 

North (B+) and South (B-) monopolar magnetic field components. The foregone 

Current In Current In Current Out 

Unlike B – Fields: Attracting Like B – Fields: Repulsing 

Figure 1.5: Ampere’s Observation Illustrated for two Parallel Steady Current 
                  carrying Conductors in the Attraction and Repulsive Configurations 

B- B- 
B- B+ 

B+ 
B+ 
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inference is substantiated by the following analysis which leads to articulating the 

causality of the identified monopolar magnetic fields about a live conductor.  

 

1.2.2.1 Valence Electrons inside a Conductor 

Current studies in Chemistry, do suggest that electrons orbit the nucleus of an atom in 

orderly Contours (Orbitals) and in sub-shells; where the said loci are occupied by 

maximum numbers of electrons according to a defined formula.  However, the formula 

and the mechanism of electron parking about an atom’s nucleus developed in this study 

differs from that suggested in Quantum Mechanics and hence in vogue currently.   

 

In the current study, the Orbitals’ electron parking formula about the nucleus of an atom 

is predicted following the Binomial Discreet Statistics, whose implementation is 

actualized by the Pascal Triangle’s algorithm. The details of the said binomial - 

electron parking scheme is developed in Chapter 3. 

 

The corresponding placement of electrons in their sub-shell positions per Orbital state 

follows Pauli’s Exclusion Principle while simultaneously executing a spin - transverse 

order/Equation as predicted from the Pascal Triangle’s algorithm.  

 

The transversality arises from the observation that the electrons with opposite spins are 

situated at mutual right-angled orbits. The electrons are hence conceived as filling sub-

shells in electron pairs with opposite spin while harboring transverse orientations. The 

grounds and significance of the spin - transversal characteristic attributed to the electron 

parking scheme are developed in Chapter 3. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pauli_exclusion_principle: Accessed on September 4th 2014. 

 

Clearly, this study augments Pauli’s Exclusion Spin Principle with the Transversality 

Spin Principle. As shall be discussed in Chapter 3, the spin-transversality principle is not 

only based on empirical evidence but also goes a long way to explain the orderliness 

associated with the orbiting electrons.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pauli_exclusion_principle
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To the same principle, the elimination of several inter-orbital forces acting on the 

orbiting system becomes viable. The spin-transverse equation therefore, reduces the 

nucleus-electron orbiting system principally to a 2-body system thus eliminating the 

uncertainties (n-body problem) that are often associated with any multi-member system. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncertainty_principle: Accessed on September 4th 2014. 

 

Further, all electrons in the most exterior Orbital locus constitute the valence electrons. 

They are loosely attracted to the nucleus than those in the inner completely spin-paired 

Orbitals. The valence electrons bear several of an element’s activities like bonding with 

other elements and they are the primary agents of current and heat conduction in bulky 

materials. For instance, upon maintaining a potential difference between the conductors’ 

terminals, two processes are identifiable: 

* Current circulates inside the live conductor.  

* Two distinct magnetic fields appear about the live conductor.  

The concurrence of the two phenomena suggests a common causality of the two 

processes and this is discussed next. 

 

1.2.2.2: The Causality of Internal Current Circulation and Magnetic Fields about a 

             Steady Current Carrying Conductor 

The prevalence of a potential difference between the terminals of a conductor is 

indicative of an active circulation process of the conducting particles within the bulk of 

the conductor in question; while, the existence of the two unlike magnetic fields about a 

live conductor strongly suggests a trace of two unlike magnetic particles. The two 

concepts gain common ground if the conducting agents are the very causalities of the 

magnetic fields. 

 

The above situation can be visualized, if the conductor is dissected infinitely into 

horizontal slices like ones in Figure 1.6. Then if, for each slice forward passages and 

corresponding return legs for the conducting agents are identifiable, there must be a 

limiting case where a corresponding return passage cannot be created on each slice. This 

is when the only remaining available path on a slice is too small for the width of the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncertainty_principle
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conducting agent to go through (dotted line in Figure 1.6). Conversely, in those 

situations, the forward and return passages become indistinguishable hence non-existent. 

In this locus, no conducting agents track the passage; hence no current is expected at 

that locus and subsequently, no magnetic field can be associated with that locus. 

 

Further, if all the slices were to be stacked together, the limiting cases would all align in 

the middle of each slice along the normal plane or the 90° locus. There are therefore, no 

conducting agents streaming along the normal plane (dotted line). This constitutes the 

asymptotic locus, the dividing plane between the two and distinct created magnetic fields 

(B+ and B-).  This places the two components of the magnetic field pair to be at 180º (π) 

out of phase with respect to each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In brief, the common causality of both the potential difference between the terminals of 

the live conductor and the two magnetic fields about the live conductor has been 

identified to be the conducting agent. In the next Section, efforts are made to articulate 

the nature of the conducting agent. 

 

1.2.2.3 The Nature of the Current Conducting Agents within a Live Conductor 

The prevalence of two distinct magnetic fields about a live wire conductor and the 

circulating characteristic of the conducting agent, point to a switching property 

involved in the realization of the two processes. The conducting agent must have an 

inherent switching characteristic as a necessary condition, if the fields about the 

conductor maintain the same respective magnetic polarities.  

Figure 1.6: Magnetic Fields within a Conductor carrying 
                   a Steady Current  

B+ 

B- 
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Further, that two equivalent, but unlike magnetic fields appear about a live conductor is a 

secure ground to associate a symmetric-division characteristic born by the conducting 

agent. This is true since the live conductor is essentially divided into two symmetric 

parts with respect to the two unlike magnetic fields that surround it. 

 

The described symmetric-division characteristic is well known property among the bar 

magnets to the extent that cutting a bar magnet into several pieces, only leads to other bar 

magnets of small strength though, but with the two unlike polarities!  

 

The above analysis leads to the following logical inferences: 

 The conducting agents are magnetic in character. 

 They will therefore circulate within the live conductor as long as they experience 

concurrently equal attractive (centripetal) and repulsive (centrifugal) forces. The 

attractive force being defined between unlike magnetic circulating particles and 

the repulsive force being effected among like magnetic particles. As shall be 

discussed later, the concurrence of the centripetal and centrifugal forces within 

a system induces circulation movement as in case of motors. 

 Upholding their circulatory behavior within the live conductor strongly suggests 

that the conducting agents are essentially the same, having the ability to switch 

between the two unlike states. 

 The circulatory behavior is a direct response of the implementation of Newton’s 

third Law of Motion; it is therefore a general response between simultaneous 

application of attractive and repulsive actions on the same object. The described 

dual action is associable with the circulating conducting agents in the live 

conductor; which essentially are the magnetic unlike monopoles. 

 The bi-symmetrical division of the live conductor is a strong indicator that, the 

conducting agents behave in a congruent way with the magnetic elements in 

permanent magnets, like a bar magnet. 

 A definite physical - symmetrical location must exist at which the inter-switching 

between the two unlike magnetic states takes place. 
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 At that location none of the two unlike magnetic states prevails. It is a 

magnetic asymptotic locus. 

 Clearly, a live conductor is a temporary magnet with all the essential 

characteristics of a comparable permanent magnet. It has distinct North and 

South Pole magnetic fields. It is essentially a dipolar magnetic; which loses its 

magnetism (undergoing instantaneous demagnetization) at the disengagement of 

the magnetizing applied voltage. The loss of the induced magnetism triggers the 

recombination of the magnetic monopoles to assume their previous electron-

state. 

 The applied voltage therefore, serves to cause disintegration of valance electrons 

into their constitutive elements, namely the unlike magnetic monopoles. 

Conversely, the disconnection of the applied voltage triggers the recombination 

of the unlike magnetic monopoles back into their electronic structure. In chapter 

3, electrons will be shown to be constituted by 4 pairs of unlike magnetic 

monopoles. 

 The switching property, which realizes two unlike magnetic fields about a live 

conductor, should be interpreted as adducing to the fact that the conducting agents 

in the live conductor must be of the same nature as those that realize the same 

effects in the permanent magnets.  

 Hitherto, electrons have been associated with the conduction activities within a 

live conductor. In addition, magnetic properties have also been accorded electrons 

in general. However, it becomes difficult, to associate electrons with the 

magnetic-state switching property as electrons while acknowledged as exhibiting 

some magnetic properties they harbor no particular magnetic state.   

 As discussed shortly, the conducting agents are actually magnetic monopoles, 

which are the elementary building blocks of the electrons. In Chapter 3, it is 

indicated that an electron is made up of ‘4 dipolar magnets’ and hence it is a 

molecule of 8 magnetic monopoles, arranged in such a manner so as to realize 

the electron’s spinning character. 

 It is logical therefore to turn focus on the electron’s elementary particles, the 

magnetic monopoles as these have either North or South distinct magnetic states, 
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and postulate that the applied voltage power disintegrates the valence/conducting 

electron into its elementary particles. 

 In the above sense, the applied steady voltage triggers/engineers a magnetization 

process in where unlike magnetic monopoles appear on different sides of the non-

magnetic asymptotic locus at O. 

 The circulation property, coupled with the appearance of two distinct unlike 

magnetic fields about a live conductor, point to the symmetrical division of the 

live conductor and paves the way to the postulation of the switching mechanism 

and its location.  

 The circulatory paths tracked by the magnetic monopoles vary (Figure 1.6); with 

those in the bulk of the live conductor, taking on the shortest paths; while those in 

the exterior ‘skin’ of the live conductor, track the longest routes.  

 The majority of the circulating magnetic monopoles are situated in the ‘skin’ of 

the live conductor (Skin Effect). The ‘majority’ concept is captured in Figure 1.7 

by the closeness of the blue and red arrows, which depict the South and North 

poles’ circulating magnetic monopoles respectively. 
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0 
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Conductor’s ‘infinitely’ long terminal with respect to the other ‘infinite’ terminal  

Conductor’s ‘infinitely’ long terminal with respect to the other ‘infinite’ terminal  

Figure 1.7: The Magnetization Process in a Live Conductor 

Skin Skin 
Switching Process 

U(r) 
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 Since the live conductor is ‘infinitely’ long, the majority polarity switching of the 

circulating magnetic monopoles must take place as near the ‘infinity’ terminals of 

the live conductor as possible as depicted in Figure 1.7. 

 In Figure 1.7, the three paired blue and red curved strips, depict the magnetic 

potential distribution (U(r)), with the majority of magnetic energy stored in the 

regions farthest from the asymptotic (null-magnetic, switching station) locus, that 

is, in the skin element of the live conductor. In the permanent magnet 

environment, the monopolar magnetic-rich skin membrane is comparable to the 

permanent magnet’s Polar Regions. 

 The magnetic potential U(r) is defined per charge or monopolar magnetic pair as: 

 
r

MM

r

QQ
rU

SP




   (1.3) 

Where, Q+ and Q- are the unlike charges; MP and MS are the equivalent magnetic 

monopolar aggregates constituting the positive and negative charges respectively; 

r is the average distance between the unlike members. 

 The above phenomenon is equally captured by the majority/intense prevalence of 

the magnetic field at points farthest from either side of the asymptotic locus of a 

steady current carrying conductor as depicted in Figure 1.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Normal Asymptotic Plane/Section 

Figure 1.8:  Twin Magnetic Fields about a Magnetized 
                   Steady Current Carrying Straight Conductor  

Conductor 

B+ 

  B- 
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 The resultant magnetic field about several co-axial live conductors can be much 

more complex as depicted in the case of 4 straight conductors carrying a steady 

current in Figure 1.9.  The said resultant field complexity offers strong ground for 

associating with it the source of the often detected excess energy around such 

systems, than attributing the same to some fictitious “darker energy sources”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.9: Complex Resultant Magnetic Field due to 4 Co-Axial 
                  Steady Current Carrying Conductors  
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At the current level of the study, it can be inferred that the fields between charged 

particles on one hand and those between conducting particles in a steady live conductor 

are ascertainable and have been shown to exhibit an asymptotic characteristic each; 

despite the unfortunate misrepresentation of the same in topological diagrams. The 

observed behavior is strongly inherent in magnetism.  

 

1.2.3 Summary: On the Nature of the Fields between Charged and Conducting 

                              Particles and Implications Involved 

The similarity in the fields observed above is indicative of the common Causality of the 

fields in either case.  In the sequence of events, magnetic monopoles satisfy the 

congruent causality predictable in either case. 

 

As argued in Chapter 3, while the hitherto agents of conduction in a steady live conductor 

are commonly associated with electrons, the study at hand, strongly demonstrates that 

actually, an electron is not an elementary particle (as traditionally believed), but a 

molecule of 4 pairs of magnetic unlike monopoles. The fact at hand associates therefore, 

conduction to the unlike magnetic monopoles, the elementary particles of electrons, 

which induce two distinct monopolar magnetic fields around a live steady current 

carrying conductor.  

 

It becomes therefore difficult to treat Magnetic and Electric fields as two different 

entities. At this rate, the two concepts refer to the same thing, as the driving force is the 

same in either case, namely, the magnetic monopoles. In coming Chapters, it becomes 

more evident that actually an Electric field is difficult to articulate as its source (believed 

to be electrons) turns out to be characteristically magnetic! 

 

The resultant magnetic fields about the live conductor are reversible, on reversing the 

direction of the applied voltage. This observation sets ground at which the magnetic 

fields as known to-date are going to be explored to ascertain the unity between Magnetic 

and Electric fields.  
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1.3 THE CONSTITUTION of the FIELDS between UNLIKE MAGNETIC 

        POLES of a PERMANENT MAGNET 

 

1.3.1 The Magnetic Field around a Permanent Magnet  

It is common practice to map out a dipolar magnetic field around a permanent magnet 

using iron filings. The described scenario provides the background to Figure 1.10. 

However on close observation and as schematically reproduced below, the field lines do 

not form closed loops about the magnetic bar, they espouse an asymptotic locus joint 

instead.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.2  The Magnetic Compass Mapping of the dual Monopolar Character of a 

              Dipolar Field about a Bar Magnet  

The fact of the asymptotic locus which definitely provides the distinct divide between the 

monopolar magnetic fields is further demonstrated by a simple experiment using a 

magnetic compass.  This simple magnetic equipment can be said to have ‘memory’ with 

N 

S 

Asymptotic locus 

   Figure 1.10: An Impression (below) of an actual Magnetic Field around a Dipolar Permanent Magnet (above)   
                       Mapped out by Iron Filings, exposing the distinguished Monopolar Characteristics of a Dipolar Field.  
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its North pole keeping track of the investigated South pole due to the bar magnet; and its 

South pole lingering in the direction of the North pole of the bar magnet. In the said 

experiment, the compass is moved around the bar magnet as depicted in Figure 1.11 and 

its behavioral pattern is observed and plotted against it.  

 

During the experimentation, the compass magnet appears to lose its ‘memory’ at the mid-

position of the bar magnet; it lie flat! The magnetic compass assumes a flat, non-

polarity indicative position about the ‘Equator’ region of the field lines. This position 

hence marks the null magnetic presence and not mere magnetic neutrality as this would 

imply a mutual cancellation of polarities.  

 

Mutual field neutralization notion cannot be upheld at this point as it would further imply 

that corresponding region sizes of the two fields would be in position to annihilate each 

other and in the end, there will be no field detectable about a bar magnet! Moreover, the 

magnetic North Pole is not the opposite of the magnetic South Pole; they are just 

‘unlike’ Poles; so, the possibility of magnetic fields’ annihilation becomes thus 

untenable!  

 

In the absence of any converting mechanism between the Southern and Northern 

Magnetic fields within the mutual magnetic dipolar field, it becomes objective to 

conclude that at the asymptotic locus, one monopolar field terminates and the other 

takes on the mantle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1.11: An illustration of non- magnetic polarity existence about the 
                        ‘Equator’ of the Bar Magnet as demonstrated by a ‘flat’ Magnetic 
                         Compass Needle 

N S 

‘Equator’ 
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The non-mutual contamination of the monopolar magnetic field components rejects 

therefore, the possible continuum existence into the domain of either polarity beyond 

this ‘red’ (asymptotic) line. This underlies the conclusion that magnetic flux lines about a 

bar magnet do not form Closed Loops, like their counterparts in the live conductor case.  

 

Evidently, the foregone confirms the existence of two distinct monopolar North and 

South magnetic fields that superimpose, without mutual contamination to constitute the 

resultant twin-field, via an asymptotic joint, referred to as the (dipolar) magnetic field 

surrounding the bar magnet. The magnetically polar null zone (Magnetic ‘Equator’) is the 

asymptotic joint where the two monopolar fields bond to form the eventual dipolar 

magnetic field B (= B+ & B-) as illustrated in Figure 1.12.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 1.12: The ‘Unlike’ Character of the two Monopolar Fields 
                    about a Bar Magnet 

Magnetic ‘Equator’ 

B - 

B+ 
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Conclusively, the magnetic asymptotic theorem regarding the nature of dipolar magnetic 

fields is the gateway to the extraction of North and South magnetic digital bits by simply 

tapping into the polar regions of any dipolar magnet. 

 

With the current Magnetic Monopolar model developed, the magnetic field about a 

permanent magnet is comparable to: a human knee-joint or two hats/baskets facing each 

other about an asymptotic joint as illustrated in Figure 1.13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.3  The Virtual Dipolar Magnet between Attracting Magnetic Poles  

Further manifestation of the distinguished character of the monopolar magnetic fields 

was established experimentally, by exploring the ‘texture’ of induced field between 

attracting magnetic poles.   

 

On moving a magnetic compass about the iron filing marked-out fields, it assumed 3 

null/flat positions. This occurred at fairly middle way between each of the two bar 

magnets (positions I and III); and middle way (position II) between the attracting unlike 

poles as illustrated in Figure 1.14. Comparable to Figure 1.10, a cast is superimposed 

over the iron-filing mapped out patterns, to highlight the three obtained magnetically null 

or asymptotic positions. The third identified asymptotic locus (II) between the attracting 

magnetic poles, proposes strongly the existence of an induced (virtual) dipolar magnet.  

N S 

Figure 1.13: Typical Configuration of the Resultant Magnetic 
                    Field about a Permanent Bar Magnet. 
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The observed compass responses expose both: the existence of an induced magnetic 

field between attracting magnetic poles; as well as the dipolar character of the induced 

virtual bar magnet. This induced ‘virtual’ bar magnet is curved from polar fields of the 

attracting bar magnets, and hence exhibits similar characteristics like its parent stock. It is 

thus constituted by two monopolar, mutually uncontaminated North and South 

magnetic fields. 

 

 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

As true of the physical dipolar magnets, the induced virtual magnet espouses an 

asymptotic joint in turn. The said joint however, can be dismantled by simply separating 

the attracting poles wide enough. Such action destroys the induced bipolar field and the 

corresponding ‘borrowed’ yet uncontaminated mono-fields are relinquished back to their 

parental sources. The foregone is a further evidence of the singularity and hence the 

existence of magnetic monopoles even as they co-exist on the same stock held together 

via an ‘erasable’ asymptotic bond. 

 

    Figure 1.14: Magnetic field pattern due to Attracting Bar Magnets mapped out 
                        by Iron Filings, Embossed with illustrations of the three espoused 
                        asymptotic (non- magnetic) Loci.  
 

      

I II III 
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1.3.4 The Causality of Magnetic Fields in Permanent Magnets 

The two unlike magnetic fields about a bar and ‘virtual induced’ magnets have been 

articulated above. It remains to investigate, the constituting elements of the said magnetic 

fields as done for the fields that feature about a steady current carrying conductor. In 

order to achieve the stated goal, it is logical to consider first the known behavior of fields 

about permanent magnets. In the said order, we have: 

i. On magnetizing a magnetic material, the resultant magnet is symmetrically 

divided between North and South polarities. This symmetry characteristic is 

comparable with the two Polar Regions that appear about the live conductor 

on applying/maintaining a steady potential difference between the infinite 

terminals of a live conductor. 

ii. Traditionally, the above phenomenon is acknowledged by marking the two 

even magnetic divisions with different colors as in Figure 1.15. This in itself 

is an indubitable confirmation of the existence of two uncontaminated 

magnetic fields about a bar magnet with articulated boundaries. This same 

fact has been adduced in case of a live conductor. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

iii. The observed symmetric division implies the existence of a non-magnetic 

locus/equator, whose emergence is explainable on the same premises as the 

case was for a live conductor. 

iv. The existence of two distinct and symmetrical magnetic parts on the same 

magnetic piece of material strongly points to the presence of two unlike 

distinct magnetic sources that engineer the observed North and South 

 
Figure 1.15: A Permanent Bar Magnet with clear marked Boundaries between the 
                    South and North Magnetic Poles 
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magnetic regions. The unlike magnetic monopoles qualify as the most 

suitable source of the observed phenomenon.  

v. In this study, the readily available sources of unlike magnetic monopoles in 

any physical material are the electrons. The implication is that, just as the 

application of a steady potential voltage across the terminals of conductor 

triggers the disintegration of valence electrons into their elementary 

constituents, the magnetic monopoles, so does the stroking or any other 

methods of magnetizing a magnetic material. 

vi. The occurrence of magnetic monopoles of the same polarity on either side of 

the asymptotic locus precipitates a repulsive action in each side; while the 

unlike nature of the magnetic monopoles across the asymptotic locus provides 

the attraction force.  The attraction and repulsive concurrent forces trigger the 

resultant circulation of the unlike magnetic monopoles across the asymptotic 

locus, following the manner described in the case of the live conductor. 

vii. The switching character of the magnetic monopoles as they cross the 

asymptotic line in response to their circulation equilibrium property is not 

only demonstrable in the circumstances under probe, but also is known to take 

place in instances where the magnetization procedures are reversed, just 

when the applied steady magnetizing potential is reversed.  

viii. Further, magnetic polarity switching occurrences do also take place in 

magnetic induction processes, in where a strong North magnetic pole 

‘captures and hence reverses’ the north pole of a weak magnet into a south 

pole and vice versa, thereby creating an apparent attraction between ‘like 

poles’! 

ix. By considering a magnetic material as some form of an exaggerated infinite 

conductor, it follows that most of the circulating magnetic monopoles are 

congested in the exterior part of the magnetized material, analogous the skin 

effect in live conductors. These regions subscribe to the polar locations of the 

eventual ‘permanent’ magnet. This gives ground for the magnetic Polar 

Regions being stronger than other parts of the same magnet. Magnetic poles 

exhibit strongest magnetic strength (marked by thick clustering of iron firings) 
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than elsewhere. Least magnetic strength features towards and about the 

‘equator’ of the magnet. 

x. Good magnetic materials retain their magnetic states (‘permanent’ magnetism) 

even after the strong magnetizing source is removed. This property contrasts 

the magnetized live conductor, which loses its magnetic state upon removal of 

the magnetizing steady voltage potential (temporary magnetism).  

xi. Thus, any piece cut from a permanent magnet, actualizes another magnet, 

though the resultant magnetic pieces will be weaker than the original piece 

from which they are curved.  The implication is that the symmetric division 

characteristic and hence the circulation processes remain invariant under 

‘cutting procedures’. However, the symmetric division characteristic is 

overcome during magnetic monopole induction processes as discussed 

shortly. 

 

With the above properties, we proceed to observe that: 

a. Fields about permanent magnets, behave congruently like those about a live 

conductor, for example, like and unlike poles repel and attract each other 

respectively.  

 

b. The above observation strongly points to the same causality in both cases.  

 

c. Clearly, the unlike magnetic monopoles are the principle cause of magnetism in 

the first place and hence of the magnetic fields about permanent magnets and/or 

live conductors. 

 

1.4 The NORTH POLE (NP) and SOUTH POLE (SP) MAGNETS 

 

The discussion above has yielded magnetic monopolar fields that are distinguished 

from each other, but stuck together, via the asymptotic joint(s). The next part of the 

evidence in support of the existence of magnetic monopoles in this work is dedicated to 

discussing their ‘individual/isolated’ existence through the process of magnetic induction. 
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1.4.1  Magnetic Induction Phenomenon  

Magnetic induction is a process of magnetizing (magnetic) materials to produce magnets, 

often of a permanent type. One such method, the stroking type, utilizes the process of 

making magnets through stroking a magnetic material with a strong permanent magnet. 

The material’s immediate side in direct contact with the north/south magnetizing pole, 

acquires the south/north polarity respectively; while the other remote side assumes the 

same polarity like the inducing magnetic pole.  

 

1.4.2 The North Pole and the South Pole Induced Magnets 

Through the process of induction, single monopolar magnets can be realized via placing 

a highly magnetic susceptible material between Like Poles of equally strong permanent 

magnets. Such monopolar interface subjects like poles to abdicate mutual repulsion and 

instead assume mutual attraction. The actual process of magnetic characteristic 

conversion is illustrated in Figure 1.16 (i - iv). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Procedure: By placing a highly magnetic susceptible material near the South Pole as in 

Figure 1.16(i); or the North Pole as in Figure 1.16(iii), the magnetization process is 

activated. The magnetic material becomes magnetically symmetric, with the part nearest 

the magnetizing pole, assuming a magnetic polarity that is opposite to the permanent 

magnet’s pole that directly faces the magnetic material.  The remote sides of the magnetic 

Figure 1.16: North (NP) and South (SP) Pole   
                      Magnets 
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material take on the same polarity as that of the permanent magnet that is facing the 

material. 

 

On introducing an equally strong permanent magnet on the remote side of the material 

being magnetized; facing it with the same polarity as was the case for the other 

permanent magnet, the newly induced polarity on the remote side of magnetic material  

undergoes a ‘magnetic pole capture’ phenomenon. The results feature in the respective 

Figures 1.16 (ii & iv).  

 

Clearly, like poles of two permanent magnets, induce a magnetic monopole of the unlike 

polarity. That is, South poles of two permanent magnets, induce in their midst a North 

pole magnet, thereby becoming attracted to each other via a magnetic North monopole. 

This is one moment when like magnetic poles appear to attract than repelling each 

other! 

 

It is important to observe that the polar fields involved in the induction of the magnetic 

monopoles, must be pure and distinct polarities, so as to induce a single polar monopole 

in return. This again confirms the non-contamination of the magnetic fields of dipolar 

magnets. In turn, the fore gone confirms the non-continuity of the field lines about a 

permanent magnet. 

 

1.5 DISCUSSION on the IMPLICATIONS of the FINDINGS 

 

1.5.1 Magnetic Monopole Sources 

Unlike magnetic monopoles have been shown to exist; both in their twinned (dipolar), yet 

uncontaminated form and as individual particles. These are easily isolated or excited into 

performing characteristic actions:  

1. Magnetically: Through magnetization processes, such as, magnetic stroking and 

     other magnetic induction procedures. 

2. Electrically: By maintaining a voltage potential across the terminals of a conductor. 
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3. Mechanically: By moving a conductor to cut through a monopolar magnetic field 

     (Faraday’s Induction Law). This accounts for the Generator action. In this action it 

     becomes very difficult to isolate electrocution as one of the lethal mechanisms 

     involved in the strong twisting whirlwind phenomena, details of which are discussed 

     in Chapter 2. Further, magnetic monopoles are isolated and feature during the 

     mechanical bombardment of electrons and nucleons as discussed in Chapter 3. 

4. Thermally: Electric current is known to flow when a common joint of a 

      thermocouple is heated to a threshold temperature. The current flow is managed by 

      unlike magnetic monopoles. 

5. High technological Procedures: Currently, there are sophisticated procedures that 

     some Scientists have proposed capable of identifying magnetic monopoles in the 

    ‘depth’ of some materials. 

 

1.5.2 On the term ‘Conductor’ 

Observe that while the term ‘conductor’ is traditionally used in reference to common 

electric and heat conductors almost exclusively, its usage in this work is extrapolated to 

include any physical material. This is justified, upon appreciating the fact that even 

known ordinary insulators, can conduct electricity and/or heat at some point!  

 

Moreover, the essence of conducting resides in the ability of the material to have some of 

its electrons disintegrating into their constitutive conducting particles (= the unlike 

magnetic monopoles), say, under magnetization processes explored above. Better 

conducting materials will be those that readily release as many electrons for 

disintegration at the slightest application of the above magnetization procedures.  

 

Further, in Chapter 2, for instance, the whirlpool/twisting effect due Earth Magnetic field 

on wind or any fluid that traverses its ambit is a manifestation of a conductor cutting a 

magnetic field. More explanatory notes in support of the ‘universal’ application of the 

term are given in Chapter 3; where all material things are ultimately ‘diagnosed’ to be 

constituted by the unlike magnetic monopoles! The implication is that all material things 

can conduct, though with varied capacities.  
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Under similar grounds, highly magnetic susceptible materials will be those that readily 

avail as many electrons for disintegration into unlike magnetic monopoles at the least 

application of the inducing stimulus, say, the magnetic stroking procedure. Likewise, the 

permanent magnetic characteristic is harbored by those materials that are highly 

magnetically susceptible and are highly reluctant to effect or engineer the unlike 

magnetic monopoles’ recombination process upon removing the magnetization stimulus.  

 

In summary, it has been observed that the elementary particles causing the magnetism 

known about current carrying (live) conductors and in other magnets, are the unlike 

magnetic monopoles. The latter have been shown to be the elementary particles of 

electrons, and ‘break loose’ during the magnetizing processes. The converse also holds 

that, they re-combine and assume their molecular format (= the electron structure), when 

conditions exist in which they lose their circulatory capacity in the process called de-

magnetization. For equilibrium purposes, the unlike magnetic monopoles exist in equal 

pairs. 

 

1.5.3 On the Congruency between unlike: Charged Particles and Magnetic Monopoles 

The known attraction/repulsive properties of traditional/popular charged particles have a 

direct correspondence with the same properties manifested by magnetic monopoles; to 

the extent that the former can be substituted for the latter. This level of 

interchangeability between charged particles and magnetic monopoles strongly suggests 

that charged particles are actually magnetic monopoles either as individual units or 

corresponding aggregates of the same.  

 

Further, the evidence to the fact that magnetic field lines along a dipolar magnet, just as 

along a live conductor are discontinuous about the respective asymptotic bonds, proves 

that the South and North Poles are not only distinct but also do not mix. The necessary 

conclusion is that, the magnetic field lines in fact do not close at their maximum 

protrusions. The magnetic flux lines therefore do not form closed loops around the bar 

magnet or about a live conductor. The eventual shape is comparable to the longitudinal 

cut an onion, the semblance of which is depicted in Figure 1.17.  
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Figure 1.18: Inaccurate Field Line Representation between: Unlike Charged 
                    Particles (left) and about a Permanent Bar Magnet (right)             
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Asymptotic Plane 

Figure 1.17: Unlike Magnetic Field Lines along a Bar 
                    Magnet Sheet Espousing an Asymptotic Plane 
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Figure 1.19: Misleading Field Lines about Unlike Magnetic Poles in Attraction Mode 
 

 

It becomes inevitable to conclude that both the charged particle and magnetic monopolar 

fields must belong to the same causality, the unlike magnetic monopoles. In addition, 

representations of magnetic fields about magnets/charged particles like ones depicted in 

Figures 1.18 & 1.19 are both scientifically inaccurate and misleading. 

 

1.5.4 On the Conductor Partitioning, Switching of Polarities and Circulatory Action 

During any single magnetizing process, the unlike magnetic monopoles have been shown 

to partition a magnet/live conductor into two geographical-symmetrical parts. Each of the 

two portions is occupied by one magnetic monopole type. The two unlike monopoles are 

separated by an asymptotic locus, which is devoid of any magnetic presence.  

 

The existence of magnetic monopoles of the same polarity in the same location on either 

side of the asymptotic locus, predicts an inevitable repulsive action. However, the 

concurrent attraction between the bulks of the unlike magnetic monopoles over the 

asymptotic locus, introduces another formula, which rescues the system from 

disintegration. The interplay between repulsion and attraction introduces an equilibrium 

or negotiated state, which is the orderly circulation movement.  

 

The circulation movement is known to be a resultant of contra-posed forces acting on the 

same body simultaneously. The effect of the attractive force is to pull the object towards 
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its center of action (centripetal action), while that of the repulsive force is to repulse the 

object from its center of action (centrifugal action). The unlike magnetic monopoles are 

hence in constant and orderly circulation in the bulk of the material they are operating 

within.  

 

In the circumstances where the magnetizing function is steady/uniform, the ‘geographic 

division’ created at the magnetization step, is ‘not interchangeable’; there is no shifting 

on positions/locations. It follows therefore, that the ‘geographic locations/zones’ are 

occupied by magnetic monopoles of a particular polarity ‘always’. This finds ground in 

the persistence of non-shifting magnetic fields about a steady current conductor and a 

permanent magnet. 

 

However, the non-interchangeability condition cited above runs into a contrariety with 

the monopoles’ circulation movement; which at the same time is characteristic of the 

unlike magnetic monopoles in the material they are operating from. The solution to this 

apparent contradiction is to uphold an instantaneous mutual switching characteristic of 

the unlike magnet monopoles as the ground for sustaining the circulation movement.  

 

This switching must be instantaneous (a perfect/ideal digital switching action) and once 

the switching process starts, it must be completed to avoid instances when a monopole 

might be caught in the action of ‘mutation’ ending up becoming a dipole! This implies 

that the next polarity acquisition begins as soon as the mutation process begins. The first 

instance of a magnetic monopole’s polarity status mutation is simultaneously the very 

beginning of its next unlike polarity mode (Figure 1.20).  

 

Clearly, at no moment does a magnetic monopole undergo a non-polarity/non-magnetic 

condition, nor acquire a dipolar magnetic status.  It follows logically, just as its name 

confirms the same that, a magnetic monopole can never be de-magnetized nor 

undergo any extra magnetization. As already discussed, the magnetization’s major 

process consists in disintegrating as many electrons available for the process into their 

constitutive unlike magnetic monopolar particles. The converse, the de-magnetization 
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process, then consists in reconstituting the unlike magnetic monopolar particles into their 

molecular format, the electron.  

 

In all the described processes, magnetic monopoles can firmly be attributed to own a 

non-de-magnetization characteristic. It is ever magnetically super saturated. A 

magnetic monopole therefore is invariantly permanent in upholding both 

interchangeable unlike statuses but, with an inherent capacity of actualizing only one 

magnetic state at a time (and not both simultaneously); while keeping the other at 

abeyance (non-active condition).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The magnetic monopole does not therefore need to undergo any processes of 

demagnetization before realizing the other unlike polarity status as depicted in Figure 

1.20.   It follows therefore, that as part of its nature, a magnetic monopole is ever ‘fully 

magnetized’; it can hence never be magnetized. 

 

Figure 1.20: One-Dimensional Magnetic Flux Contours depicting both the Two 
                       Unlike Fields about a Permanent Bar Magnet and the Unlike Magnetic 
                       Monopoles’ Instantaneous Switching Mechanism in the Bulk of the Bar 
                       Magnet  
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1.5.5 On Magnetization, De-magnetization and Magnetic Polar Switching Processes 

Magnetization and its counterpart, the de-magnetization processes, require some 

‘substantial time of actualization’. The events are sequential, one following the other, 

with a possibility of an overlap. This is illustrated in Figure 1.21, where a sine square 

signal performs the magnetization process.   

 

In Figure 1.21, a situation is presented where the magnetizing function is oscillating, 

say, if the applied potential at the end of a conductor or a solenoid coil is an a/c voltage. 

During such circumstances, the condition of ‘non-mixed zoning’ of the unlike magnetic 

monopoles during the magnetization process (and after, for permanent magnets) is still 

upheld, in principle. However, the North and South Pole ‘geographic’ locations, undergo 

mutual shift of positions in response to the manner in which the applied potential 

oscillates.  

 

Associating the positive cycle V+ for magnetizing in one direction and the negative cycle 

V- for magnetization in the counter direction, the de-magnetization processes must be 

ascertained to take place at positions a and b as illustrated in Figure 1.21. The foregone 

renders further support to mechanisms involved in the two processes as already stated; 

where magnetization engineers the disintegration of electrons into their constituent parts 

(the magnetic monopoles), while the demagnetization processes spurs the re-combination 

of the magnetic monopoles back into the electron mode.   
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Figure 1.21: Effect of Oscillating Magnetization Function on 
                    Polarities of the Material being magnetized 
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Clearly, the change from the positive potential magnetization to the negative potential 

magnetization (and vice versa), must be interfaced/sandwiched with a demagnetization 

process. This is necessary before there can occur a change in the magnetic fields about 

the material undergoing the experimentation. The mutual exchange of the positions of 

magnetic fields about the magnetic material, presupposes a corresponding change in the 

manner of the monopoles’ circulation within the bulk of the material. Such movement 

changes cannot occur without at least a one-time stoppage.  

 

The momentary or brief cessation of magnetic monopoles’ movements implies a situation 

when the magnetic monopoles have reverted to the electron mode, before they are 

released again during the next magnetization action; and this is the essence of the 

magnetization-demagnetization dynamic activity.  

 

In the magnetic polar switching process however, the magnetization-demagnetization 

processes discussed above do not take place. Instead, the asymptotic locus provides the 

switching center; with as much North Pole monopoles switching polarity as the South 

Pole monopoles instantaneously respond in turn. The continuous stay of the same fields 

about a current carrying conductor just as those about a permanent magnet are hence 

maintained in same localities all the time the magnetization process remains non-

oscillatory, even as the unlike monopoles that creates them keep on circulating.  

 

1.5.6 On Hard/Violent Magnetization and De-magnetization Processes 

Examples of Hard/Violent magnetization include situations when extra mundane 

magnetic dust reaches the Earth surface. Extra and volatile magnetization is noted in 

power lines for example. The magnetic solar dust magnetizes and excites more electron 

breakdown in the conductors, thereby causing an avalanche of magnetic monopole flow 

with the consequence that more current is transmitted.  

 

The conductors’ melting action (and that of insulation like in transformer coils), due to 

the extra current becomes inevitable. Further, even ceramic insulators turn into 

conducting at such voltage break-down conditions and this explains how the metallic 
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pylons come to ‘participate’ into current conduction with the eventual melting down due 

to the Ohmic action and subsequent failure/snapping.  

 

On the other hand, hard de-magnetization is associated with actions like subjecting a 

magnetized material to violent mechanical pressure and hard heating. All these actions 

cause disruption in the orderly circulation of the magnetic monopoles in the bulk of the 

magnet. Since a magnetized state is inalienably associated with the orderly circulation of 

the magnetic monopoles, its converse, the disorderly monopoles’ flow is a clear indicator 

that actually the demagnetization process is in action.  

 

From the above order, it is inferable that the actual conductor agents in live conductors 

or other magnetic materials are the unlike magnetic monopoles in their individual 

capacities and not their molecular (electronic) aggregate forms. 

 

1.5.7 The Dipolar Magnetic Fields Subscribe to the Universal Energy Law 

The asymptotic character of the magnetic fields about a permanent magnet say, forms the 

strongest indication that the field lines (y) subscribe by and large to the behavioral pattern 

described by the following mathematical function: 

2x

k
y  ,        (1.4) 

where x is length of the bar determined from the middle of a real or virtual bar magnet; 

and k  (real number).  

 

The value of the constant k allows for as many open ended doom-shaped profiles of the 

monopolar magnetic field flux lines. Three 1-dimension elemental areas are shown in 

Figure 1.22; each is swept out by contour lines of same magnetic strength on either side 

of polarities about the asymptote. The asymptote at: 0x  occurs at the mid-point of 

the bar. Clearly the asymptotic locus is not part of the y-constructible contours. The 

resultant profiles have thus 2 distinct symmetrical parts (= fields) about the asymptotic 

line.  
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The entire volume of the magnetic field about the bar is obtained through revolving the 

generated I-dimension areas through 3600 about locus x. The resultant figure is 

comparable to two hats/baskets facing each other or a human knee-joint (Cf. Figure 1.13). 

Hence the appropriateness of the y-function as it generates/simulates the salient features 

of the monopolar magnetic fields about a bar magnet. In effect, the dipolar magnetic field 

flux lines subscribe to Newtonian Universal Gravitation/Energy inverse square law. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Note, the Gravitation and Magnetic Fields are both conservative and attractive. The 

above formula is thus describable as the magnetic potential energy stored within the 

dipolar magnetic field. By integrating the above function, two complimentary potential 

energy types are identifiable, one for each side of the asymptotic line. 
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Where l is the length of the magnetic bar and: 0  about the mid of the bar. 

Obviously, for stability, and in regard to the law of conservation of energy, the total 

 

 

Figure 1.22: One-dimensional elemental shapes of the function y for 

                      three values of k as x  
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potential energy of the dipolar magnetic field system reduces to zero ((1.5) + (1.6)). The 

unlike magnetic monopolar system clearly exists in an equilibrium state; there as much 

South as North - polar magnetic monopoles on each side of the asymptotic locus and each 

are equally energetic. 

 

Further, since the potential energies on either side of the asymptotic line are 

complimentary, it means the forces on either side are attractive. This is the rationale of 

the magnetic property that unlike poles attract each other. Equally, complementary fields 

attract each other to form a symmetrical dipolar magnetic field about a bar magnet.   

 

1.5.8  The Magnetic Monopole is the Prime Unit of Magnetism:  The fields about: a 

steady current carrying conductor, a charged particle dipole, a two steady current carrying 

conductor systems and a permanent magnet have been shown to be constituted by 

mutually uncontaminated unlike magnetic fields. The fields’ discontinuity is located 

about the Equatoric/symmetric position of the conductors or permanent magnet. The two 

magnetic fields exist as Magnetic Monopolar Fields even as they couple about the 

intervening asymptotic joint. 

 

The above confluence of evidences gives a strong ground to the conclusion that the 

causality of the magnetic fields occurring in all the cases studied is the same. This 

causality has been identified in this study as the unlike magnetic monopoles.  

 

The stand-alone existence of NP (North pole) magnet and SP (South pole) magnet is thus 

an indubitable seal to the unit of magnetism as a Monopole in complete contrast to the 

hitherto Dipole configuration.  

 

1.5.9   Basic Theoretical Device for Generating Magnetic Bit Streams 

Without delving into the auxiliary and essential circuits and switching processes, the 

logical constitution and operation of a device capable of returning magnetic bits is briefly 

described as follows:  
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In Figure 1.23, A and B are terminals of two (alterable) electromagnets, sandwiching a 

highly susceptible magnetic material C. The output probes are tapped from the Equatoric 

locus of the sandwiched magnetic material. The two magnetic terminals can assume any 

of the three magnetic states (0, S, N) at a time.  

 

Reference is made to the magnetic induction processes; to the extent that C assumes a 

magnetic dipolar status whenever both terminal A and B are ‘unlike’ and/or one of them 

is in a ‘0’ magnetic state. In these conditions, the outputs are 0 as the probes are placed in 

the Equatoric locus where magnetic presence is null.  

 

However, when both terminals A and B assume an S status simultaneously, C actualizes 

an N-monopole with a 1N output. On the other hand, when both terminal maintain an N 

status simultaneously, C realizes an S-monopole with a 1S output.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, one of the three output outcomes (0, S, N) is possible when both A and B are de-

activated (= ‘0’ magnetic state). The output of choice will be one reflecting the previous 

output state of C, before A and B assumed the ‘0’ magnetic state. This holds if, C retains 

   A B C 

North Pole Bits  
          (0,1N) 

South Pole Bits  
          (0,1S) 

Figure 1.23:   Logical Machine for Producing Magnetic 
                      Bit Streams 
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its magnetic status after the magnetizing function is stopped or withdrawn. The above 

results are summarized in the following logic Table 1.1. 

 

TABLE 1.1: Digital Magnetic Bit Stream Output States due to a Logical Machine  

              B(state) 

A(state) 

0 S N 

0 0S , 0N, 1S , 1N 0S , 0N 0S , 0N 

S 0S , 0N 0S, 1N 0S , 0N 

N 0S , 0N 0S , 0N 1S , 0N 

 

1.5.10  The ‘Dark Energy’ Phenomenon: Hitherto, the energy predictable of a steady 

current carrying conductor for example, is about ½ of what it actually is.  The extra 

energy is supplied by the second field which has always been overlooked.  

Reference is made of Figure 1.9 and repeated here for emphasis in Figure 1.24, where a 

simplified scenario of a resultant magnetic field due to four same-steady current carrying 

conductors which are consistently bundled together. The prevalence of several magnetic 

fields contributes to a complex yet, amplified magnetic energy of the conductors’ system, 

than ever been predicted before. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.24: An Illustration of the Magnetic Monopolar Causal Effect as 
                        Justifying the Excess Observable Magnetic Energy in Systems 
                        whose source has remained hitherto ‘unknown’   
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The Magnetic Monopolar Model stands therefore in the required position to offer a 

more viable scientific explanation to the causality of the extra energy (‘dark energy’) in 

the Universe often attribute to some unknown or ‘darker matter’!  

Still in related circumstances, it is observed in this work, that the actual electric or 

magnetic conductors are the magnetic monopoles and not their aggregates, the electrons, 

it remains to state as above that the traditional electric field E is actually another 

magnetic field B*! This particular magnetic field is defined in Chapter three as the 

‘transverse’ of the ordinary magnetic field B. That is, the fields B and B* are equal in 

magnitude but at right angles to each other.  

 

The above position augments the previous argument that the magnetic monopolar model 

provides solution to extra energy whose source or causality is hitherto un-accounted for. 

This is so when one considers the wave’s radiation flux energy S as predicted by 

professor Poynting; namely: 

 2* BBxBHxES      (1.7) 

 

Clearly, the converted Poynting’s Vector formula in Equation (1.7) returns far much 

more energy than previously predicted. It may not therefore be necessary to anticipate 

other sources (like ‘darker matter’) to explain observable extra energies in systems, for 

the extra energy comes from within the system than outside it! 

 

1.5.11 The energy amplification effect associable with the Magnetic Monopolar 

systems, exposes the fundamental 2nd law thermal dynamics to a serious challenge. This 

is bound to happen in the event that a portion of the output energy in such systems is 

appropriately fed back into the input terminal; this gives a scenario of a ‘self- propelling 

system’ (i.e. without an exterior energy source). This is an example of ‘creating energy 

from no source’ contrary to the current version of the 2nd law of thermodynamics .  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_law_of_thermodynamics: Accessed on January 22nd 

2014. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_law_of_thermodynamics
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1.5.12 Review of Maxwell’s Electromagnetic Laws and others: The articulation of the 

unlike magnetic monopoles as the ultimate elementary particles constituting all matter, 

comes at a ‘heavy’ cost; yet it unlocks many hitherto problematic issues in Physics.  The 

first ‘victim’ is the Gauss-Maxwell’s second Electromagnetic Law concerning the 

Source/divergence of a magnetic field 0 B ; this one is superseded and taken 

over by: mB 0 , where ρm is the magnetic charge density and μ0 is the 

magnetic permeability of free space. 

 

This successful challenge of Maxwell’s 2nd law opens similar challenges to the rest of 

other related laws. For example, in Chapter 3, it is concluded that the traditional Electric 

field is in fact, a vertical magnetic field; this condition leaves the ‘Electrical’ field with 

no-source and hence it becomes safer to consider it as non-existent! In this order, the first 

Maxwell’s law (



 E ) becomes untenable. Similarly, the third and fourth laws 

become subjects of a detailed review processes. 

 

Section 1.6, is a critical example, which demonstrates the great significance of the unlike 

magnetic monopoles on physical laws. The above mentioned Electromagnetic Laws’ 

review process is shown to produce the solution to the current scientific stand-off 

between Classical and Quantum Mechanics! In the first place, the smallest ground state 

radius in the Hydrogen Atom is determined; the magnetic charge is defined and its 

magnitude determined for the first time, and finally the Planck’s constant is derived 

using the Classical Mechanics’ Hooke’s Law in company with Newton’s second law of 

motion. In this way, Classical Mechanics is demonstrated irrevocably competent to 

predict both the particle and the wave characteristics of the sub-atomic domain. The 

magnetic monopoles therefore serve as the missing link, which have been hampering 

Classical Mechanics from articulating the phenomenology of the sub-atomic particles.  

 

In addition, the derivation process of the Planck’s constant exposes its parametric factors 

and by doing so, it becomes clear, that the current energy associated with the constant 

(the angular momentum, nrvm  ) is actually determined at only 1/6th of its 
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true value! It is hence logical to associate the ‘neglected’ 5/6 energy component as 

accounting for the often referred to hypothetical ‘darker energy’!  

 

Other current Physics’ constants and laws targeted for purgation include: the value of the 

velocity of light, the tenets of Special Relativistic Quantum Mechanics and Einstein’s 

mass-energy equivalence theorem among others.  

 

1.6 DERIVATION of the PLANCK’S CONSTANT and PROJECTION of the 

‘DARKER ENERGY’ SOURCE and its CAUSALITY 

1.6.1 Introduction: The dual nature of an electron, both as a wave and particle, predicts 

two concurrent forces implementing corresponding energies simultaneously as the 

electron oscillates about the nucleus. The energies put into action are the radiation 

energy, which manifests the wave-aspect and the binding energy, which is guaranteed 

by the particle-character of the orbiting electron. Common to the two energies is the 

singular ultimate and primary force, which engineers them; and this the magnetic force.  

Magnetism therefore is the basic force among the sub-atomic elements, which manifests 

itself in its many subsidiary force forms. It follows therefore that the unlike magnetic 

monopoles, which constitute the ultimate fundamental elements of all material objects, 

provide for the most basic elementary force in the sub-atomic region. Thus the 

elementary form of all matter is magnetic.  The matter and its force are contained in 

the same source, the unlike magnetic monopoles. 

 
The dual nature attributed to an electron especially as it orbits the hydrogen nucleus is 

captured in the particle-wave Equation (1.8). 

)()()( 1 mWavelengthxHzfrequencyfmsvelocityV   (1.8) 

The same Equation can be expressed as: 

 f
V




        (1.9) 

The left hand part of Equation (1.9) captures the ‘particle’ aspect; while the right potion 

of the same Equation depicts the ‘wave’ characteristic of the oscillating electron. This 
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form of the particle-wave Equation predicts that the velocity and frequency factors 

appreciate in the same direction, while the wavelength factor is indirectly proportional to 

both the velocity and frequency parameters. Further-on, exploration is done to establish 

the fundamental values of the particle-wave Equation (1.8), while the electron occupies 

the nearest (=Ground) orbit next to the nucleus. These fundamental values are assumed as 

the basis upon which other subsequent values in the excited states are referenced. The 

implication is that all subsequent values of the same parameters in higher orbits assume 

lower values than the corresponding values obtaining in the ground state orbit. 

 

The forces executing the oscillatory action of the electron are clearly, the electron’s 

resultant binding forces. These forces, feature two simultaneous mutual actions from 

either side of the nucleus and the electron in accordance to Newton’s third Law of 

motion; namely, the attractive and repulsive tendencies towards/from the nucleus and the 

orbiting electron.   

 

It becomes necessary therefore to explore the action of the centripetal and centrifugal 

forces that support the binding faculty of the electron as it oscillates about the nucleus. 

The Hydrogen Atom is preferred due to its constitutional simplicity of one orbiting 

electron and one proton in its nucleus. 

  

1.6.2 Classic Mechanical Model for the Electron’s Binding Energies in the Hydrogen 

Atom  

1.6.2.1 Introduction 

The Hydrogen -1 atom is principally a binomial system, where one proton, which spins 

on its own axis in the nucleus, is being orbited by a single electron. There are hence two 

forces in equilibrium that sustain/binds the binomial system. These forces are ultimately 

magnetic in type; and they feature as centripetal (attractive) and centrifugal 

(repulsive/escape) forces.  

 

The centripetal force associated with the orbiting electron is equivalent to the mechanical 

Newtonian force between the Proton, with mass mp and the corresponding orbiting 
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Electron of mass me separated by distance r. Thus referencing all calculations to the 

ground state, which is the first cycle of revolution we have: 
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From which: 
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Where, 

 G –   Universal Gravitation Constant (≈ 6.673 84 x 10 – 11 N. (m/kg) 2)  

mp –  Rest mass of a Proton ( a constant ≈ 1.672 621 777 x 10 – 27 kg) 

vt –   orbiting electron’s tangential velocity. 

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/index.html: Accessed on April 1st 2015. 

 

From: 
T




2
 , we have: orbitalvr

T

r
 

2
   (1.12) 

Where: ω is the angular frequency = 2πf and f frequency in Hz;   

T is the Periodic time, r the orbital radius (hence the Amplitude of circle) and vorbital = 

vtangential is the velocity with which a circulating electron moves; it is also referred to as 

phase velocity. 

 

From Equations (1.8 & 1.12): orbitalvf
TT

r
 

2
  (1.13) 

 

1.6.2.2 Threshold Rotational Frequency, Wavelength and ‘Nucleus Escape’ Velocity 

Now, from the definition of Hertz expressed in Equation (1.14), it is clear, there exists a 

critical condition when the orbiting electron can just clear the circumference of the 

nucleus it is orbiting, that is, without crashing into it.  In such circumstances the motion 

must take place at some limiting, escape or threshold speed in a record time of 1 

second, since only 1 cycle is the minimum required to accomplish the maneuver. 

  

 1 Hz  =  one cycle per second      (1.14) 

http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants/index.html
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The Hertz’s definition therefore contains an intrinsic concept of the threshold rotational 

frequency. The threshold rotational frequency is therefore the minimum number of 

cycles an oscillating electron can make in 1 second, while thrusting at some critical 

‘escape’ speed. This minimum number is 1 cycle and this can only happen in 1 second to 

give the result of 1 Hz (since: f = 1/T). 

 

The 1 Hz condition consequently, safeguards the orbiting electron from being sucked 

into the nucleus it is orbiting; it maintains the oscillating electron at “a nucleus escape 

velocity” comparable to the threshold escape velocity of about 11.2 km/s, a Satellite must 

acquire to escape the grips of the Earth’s gravity, thereby evading crashing, falling (being 

attracted) back to the Earth. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity: Accessed on March 1st 2015. 

 

Clearly, the threshold rotational frequency, fT is 1 Hz, which dictates that the threshold 

wavelength, λT (the perimeter of a circle) is: 2πr0, where r0 is the minimum radial 

distance determined from the center of the orbited nucleus.  

 

From the particle - wave Equation (1.8), the associated threshold nucleus escape 

velocity, VT becomes: 

1
00 221  smrrxHzxfV TTT   (1.15) 

Under such conditions, the ‘escape velocity’ equals the associated wavelength! 

 

1.6.2.3 Determination of the Ground-State Fundamental Radius, r0 

Since a circular path is assumed for the orbiting electron (at least for the ground state), 

the notion of a fundamental wavelength, λ0 becomes inevitable and this parameter is 

defined in Equation (1.16) as: 

 00 2 r          (1.16) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen#Electron_energy_levels: Accessed on March 29th 

2015. 

 

Using Equations (1.11 & 1.15), the fundamental radius, r0 is determined as:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Escape_velocity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
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Giving: 
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Therefore, the smallest radius r0 , an electron can assume from the Proton it is orbiting is: 
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         ………(1.19) 

 

This result suggests strongly that the electron circulates about the nucleus far nearer than 

had been suggested by Bohr, who estimated the electron’s ground state radius to be 

approximately 5.2918 x 10 -11 m. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_radius: Accessed on March 31st 2015. 

 

In Chapter 3, it shown that the calculated diameter of the hydrogen nucleus is 

approximately: 2 x √ 2 x 10-13 m; which implies that the electron’s ground radius, just 

clears off, it glazes the nucleus’s circumference and hence critically misses crashing into 

the nucleus. This evidence places a high degree of validity and reliability on the derived 

ground-state radius r0.  

 

Further, the associated ‘nucleus - escape’ or threshold velocity, VT is: 

21313
0 1088487.810414071166.122   smxxxrVT   (1.20) 

 

The minute value of the ‘escape velocity’ is a strong indicator of the insurmountable 

difficulty of the orbiting electron to plunge or crash into the nucleus, even when ‘all’ the 

electron energy is lost, say during freezing conditions. It is also an indication that the 

electron cannot stick onto the nucleus; it is ever in the threshold orbit unless acted on by 

an outside force, in accordance with Newton’s first Law of motion.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_radius
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Observe: In normal circumstances, if there exists a minimum or threshold value, its 

counterpart the maximum value is bound to exist. It becomes conspicuous therefore that, 

an electron in orbit, can acquire a possible range of speeds between the threshold and the 

maximum possible speed, without leaving the orbit. Secondly, that the maximum speed 

tenable in the (n - 1)th orbit, becomes the fundamental speed for the nth orbit and so on. 

Clearly, we can have many:  velocity – frequency pairs at the same wavelength (that is, 

an electron can oscillate at different speeds, hence frequencies, without leaving the orbit). 

This characteristic is explored more in Chapter 4. 

 

At its fundamental speed, the electron is described as orbiting in ambient conditions at its 

Natural or Resonant Frequency, f0. This speed is the most representative of the all 

speeds the electron may acquire in an orbit and all its overtones provide stable 

frequencies. Clearly, the subsequent resonant or fundamental frequencies are harmonics 

of the ground state’s fundamental frequency. 

 

1.6.2.4 The Magnetic Charge of the Proton and Electron Particles 

The word ‘charge’ carries with it several meanings. The nearest representative concept of 

‘charge’ in the mechanical context is one denoting ‘a quick massive force action towards 

a known destiny’.  

 

The most observational conditions to determine ‘the acceleration’ (charge) an orbiting 

electron can acquire towards a proton is when the electron ‘just’ misses crashing into the 

Hydrogen nucleus.  The described rush is the same observed between unlike magnetic 

poles as they ‘just hasten’ towards each other.  

 

The force per unit mass of the electron (me) defines the rate at which the electron 

‘accelerates’ towards the proton. This rate (= acceleration, a) is the magnetic charge of 

the electron. From Newton’s second Law and Equation (1.15), we have: 
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Thus:     2
0

2
2arg  msrechmagnetica     (1.23) 

212132 105825292014.510414071166.14arg   smxxxeChMagnetic 

         ………(1.24) 

 

The result indicates that the orbiting electron is firmly attracted to the spinning proton. 

This strong charge, whose magnitude value exceeds the current ‘electronic’ charge 

approximated as: 1.602 x 10-19 C, provides another strong clue of the causality of the 

extra energies often encountered and wrongly attributed to some ‘Dark Energy’ sources! 

http://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/focus-areas/what-is-dark-energy/: Accessed on April 

2nd 2015.   

 

The charge therefore is a magnetic property of an Atom, defined as the specific force 

(Force/mass) an orbiting electron experiences as it orbits the proton. The charge 

associated with the proton and electron is hence a direct product of the inter-play between 

the (magnetic) centripetal and centrifugal forces associated with the oscillatory system.  

 

Since the electron is attracted towards the proton; the electron provides the ‘Response’ of 

action that the proton initiates (stimulates). Thus the proton provides the destiny or the 

‘Sink’ of the action. Thus conventionally, the attracted electron takes on the ‘negative’ (-) 

sign, while the ‘engine’ of the action, the proton takes on the ‘positive’ (+) sign.  

 

The magnetic charge of an electron is about:  212105825292014.5  smx ; and 

that the proton is approximately:   212105825292014.5  smx . (1.25) 

 

Observe that the units adopted for the magnetic charge (m/s2), bear a direct relationship 

with the traditional Coulomb unit, since the latter depicts ‘a drift rate of electrons 

crossing a section per second’. 

 

http://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/focus-areas/what-is-dark-energy/
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1.6.2.5 The Magnetic Coulomb’s Constant km 

This constant is necessary in calculating the fundamental oscillation velocity of the 

electron orbiting the Hydrogen nucleus. The determination procedure of the Coulomb’s 

Constant for magnetic charges is done from the analogy of Gauss’s Law for the ‘Electric 

charges’. It proceeds as follows:  

 

While the current traditional proposition holds that: 

 )'(,0 LawfirstsMaxwellB      (1.26) 

This preposition is superseded by the fact of the existence of unlike magnetic monopoles 

as already stated above.  

Thus: 

 mB 0        (1.27) 

Where, B is the magnetic field, ρm is the magnetic flux density and μ0 is the space 

permeability estimated at: (4π x 10-7 Hm-1). 

http://physics.info/constants: Accessed on April 1st 2015. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauss%27s_law_for_magnetism#Modification_if_magnetic

_monopoles_exist: Accessed on April 1st 2015 

 

An analogous derivation of Coulomb’s constant for magnetic charges proceeds as:  

QAdB
S  0        (1.28) 

Where, Q is the total magnetic charge enclosed by surface S. For the uniformity assumed 

of the magnetic flux density flowing out of the enclosing surface area, we take the sphere 

with radius r to be the enclosing surface. 

Thus: 
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By defining B as magnetic force (F) per unit magnetic charge, we have: 
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http://physics.info/constants
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauss%27s_law_for_magnetism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauss%27s_law_for_magnetism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gauss%27s_law_for_magnetism
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From Equation (1.30), the Coulomb’s Constant k for magnetic charges, becomes: 

 17
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   (1.31) 

This is an important result employed in the following paragraphs for the determination of 

the fundamental parameter values of the particle - wave Equation (1.8). 

 

1.6.2.6 Electron’s Total Energy  

In the state of equilibrium, the centrifugal and Coulomb (centripetal) forces balance each 

other. Thus we have: 
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Where, all symbols carry same meanings as before. 

From Equation (1.32), we get: 
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Thus the electron’s ground state kinetic energy KE is given as: 
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The associated potential energy U is found as: 
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Total Energy T becomes: 
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  (1.37) 

 

The Total negative energy suggests that the Ground state electron is bound to the proton 

it is orbiting; except it is only more bound than Bohr’s prediction of about – 13.6 eV. 

Observe, the traditional ‘electric charge’ of magnitude ≈ 1.602 x 10-19 C is employed here 

just for the purpose of comparison otherwise it remains un-defined in this work.  
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Clearly, since the electron’s total orbital energy is inversely proportional to r (distance of 

separation), it follows infinite values of r corresponds to those instances when the 

electron is on its own (free from a proton), while spinning about it axis.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model: Accessed on June 15th 2015. 

 

1.6.2.7 Electron’s Ground – state Fundamental: Orbital Velocity V0, Periodic Time T0, 

Frequency f0 and Wavelength λ0 

As observed above, the subsequent fundamental parameters associated with stable orbits 

are calibrated or referenced to the ground state parameters. It becomes necessary to 

establish the ‘universal’ parameters associated with the electron’s ground state.  

 

From Classical Mechanics, and as already stated above, the electron in the Hydrogen 

atom in its ground state and stable excited states is maintained by two forces in 

Equilibrium. These two forces are: 

1. The Magnetic attraction (Centripetal force) between the proton and the electron, 

pulling the electron towards the ‘heavier’ proton. This force is traditionally called 

the Coulomb’s force (FCO). It is given as: 
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ep

CO  ,       (1.38) 

Where: k (Coulomb’s constant for magnetic charges) = 10-7 Hm-1; Qp and Qe are the 

proton and electron’s magnetic charges respectively and r the minimum radius (= r0) 

between the proton and the orbiting electron. From Equations (1.19, 1.25, 1.30 & 1.31), 

we have: 
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2. The Magnetic repulsion (Centrifugal force FCE); which ‘tool’ the electron would 

use to ‘escape’ from the proton and move on-tangentially.  This force is rendered 

as: 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model
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Where: me is the mass of the orbiting electron and V0, its fundamental orbital velocity. 

The state of equilibrium demands, that the two forces (FCO and FCE) balance each other; 

as in Motor and Generator’s oscillatory responses.   

 

It follows therefore that the electron remains bound, but oscillating about the nucleus, 

without crashing into it due to the presence of the centrifugal (repulsive) force. This 

result follows in line with the general principle developed already, that in the concurrent 

presence of both the attractive and repulsive magnetic forces, the oscillation movement 

acts as the resultant movement response thereof.  

 

Given the above conditions, the fundamental orbital velocity V0 is determined as follows: 

Thus we have for the ground state: 
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From which, 
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The corresponding Periodic time T0 is given as: 
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The associated frequency f0 is: 

 Hertzx
T

f 18
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    (1.45) 

The associated wavelength λ0 is: 

mxxxr 1313
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………(1.46) 
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In lieu of any known system that states out other standard particle-wave parameters 

comparable to those determined using the Hydrogen Atom’s electron in its ground state, 

the current work adopts the same as listed below:  

 

The Hydrogenised Standard V0, f0, λ0 (and T0) Parameters are:   

 Standard Orbital Velocity V0: 4.918 706 2989 x 106 ms-1   

 Standard Frequency f0: 5.536 046 8406 x 1018  Hz    (1.47) 

 Standard Wavelength λ0: 8.884 8711735 x 10-13 m 

 Referential Periodic Time T0: 1.806 343 3098 x 10-19 s. 

 Minimum Radius r0: 1.414 071166 x 10-13m 

1.6.2.8 Summary: In sum, the un-perturbed electron as a particle, remains continuously 

orbiting while simultaneously bound to the Hydrogen nucleus, without crashing into the 

same due to the concurrent magnetic attractive and repulsive forces’ action. Clearly, the 

two forces contributing to the electron’s bound state are ultimately reducible to the 

actions of magnetism, which is an intrinsic property of the elementary particles - the 

unlike magnetic monopoles. 

 

Further, the electro-magnetic forces, account for the electron’s binding energy, which  

energy derives from the particle-characteristic of the oscillating electron. It remains 

therefore that we determine the counterpart energy, the radiation energy, which proceeds 

from the wave-characteristic of the oscillating electron, under the assumption, that it 

oscillates under simple harmonic conditions. 

 

1.6.3 Classic Mechanical Model for the Electron’s Radiation Energies in the Hydrogen 

Atom 

1.6.3.1 Introduction: The electron’s radiation energy is derived using both Hooke’s Law 

and Newton’s Second Law of motion. From Hooke’s Law, an elastic element is put into 

oscillation when force F (stress) is applied to the element to cause an extension (x) or 

compression (strain) and then released. The law upholds that the net applied force Fnet is 

directly proportional to the displacement (x) it causes in the elastic material. This law 
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holds as long as the material remains elastic (no permanent deformation) after the force is 

withdrawn. 

Thus: 

  xkFnet           (1.48) 

Where, k is a constant factor characteristic of the oscillating material under undamped 

conditions and the negative sign depicts the ‘restoration’ aspect of the force. 

 

1.6.3.2 Dynamics of Simple Harmonic Motion 

For a one-dimensional simple harmonic motion, the equation of motion, with constant 

coefficients is derivable by means of: Hooke’s Law and Newton’s Second Law.  

Thus from Equation (1.48), we have: 
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Where, m is the mass of the oscillating body, x is its displacement from the equilibrium 

(or mean) position, and k is the oscillating system’s constant.  
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Where,
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 , the angular frequency of oscillation.  

 

Solving Equation (1.50) and employing the chain-rule, we have: 
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From which: x
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vd
v 2       (1.52) 

Where, v is the tangential velocity of the oscillating object. 

Thus: 
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Where n is a constant of integration. At the crest or sink of the wave, v = 0, x becomes the 

maximum displacement, hence the amplitude, ± a.  Hence: 
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Feeding result into Equation (1.53), we have: 

  2222 xav         (1.55) 

Clearly: 
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Thus: 
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Let:  daxdax sincos   and 
a

x1cos  (1.58) 

Thus:  
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It follows: 

   ttort coscos   (1.60) 

 

From Equation (1.58)  

   tax cos       (1.61) 

Where, τ is the initial phase.  

 

The velocity and acceleration as functions of time are determined as follows: 

Velocity (t):      ta
td

xd
tv sin    (1.62) 
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Acceleration (t):     ta
dt

xd
cos2

2
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   (1.63) 

 

1.6.3.3 Total Energy of a Particle (Electron) Executing Simple Harmonic Motion  

The kinetic energy K(t) of an oscillatory particle system (say an electron),  at time t is: 
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 (1.64) 

 

The Potential energy U(t) is determined using Hooke’s Law in Equation (1.48) and 

Equation (1.61) as: 
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Thus the total mechanical energy E of the oscillatory system has a constant value of: 
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Where, 2mk   and a is the radius of oscillation (cf. Equation (1.50)). 
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         ………(1.68) 

 

Equation (1.68) is comparable to the Einstein – Planck Energy formula in Equation 

(1.69): 

 

 fhE          (1.69) 

Where, h is the Planck’s constant currently estimated as: 6.62606957 x 10-34 joule – sec. 

Now let, 

 vrmH          (1.70)  
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Applying the Dimensional analysis procedure to Equation (1.70) we find: 

       1 TLLMvrmH      (1.71) 

In the SI units, Equation (1.71) assumes the following units: 
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Thus the units of H are ‘joule-second’, which are also the units for the Planck’s constant. 

 

1.6.3.4 Isotropic Radiation Energy Distribution  

It is logical to assume that the orbiting electron radiates energy equally in all directions. 

Taking the traditional 3-Dimension gauge, the radiation energy is distributed equally 

between the three corresponding components of the radius and velocity. This is possible 

if parameters r and v in Equation (1.70) are taken as the resultant values of the radius and 

velocity parameters in the three dimensions. In this order, these resultants are determined 

as: 
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For equality in radiation energy distribution, each single direction is associated with a 

1/3 of the corresponding resultant value. 

 

Thus Radiation Energy distribution in 1-Dimension H1, re-defines Equation (1.70) as: 
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The Energy distribution in 2-Dimensions, H2 exists between the resultant of the two 1-

Dimension portions carved out of the 3-D corresponding resultant parameters.   

 

The resultant for the r2 parameter in the 2-Dimensions becomes: 
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Likewise, the resultant for the v2 parameter in the 2-Dimensions is: 
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Thus: 
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    (1.77) 

Thus Equations (1.74), (1.77) & (1.70) are the Radiation Energy distribution in 1-D, 2-D 

and 3-Dimension respectively. 

 

1.6.3.5 Reduced Mass 

In Classical Mechanics a two-body system in motion is convertible into a 1-body system 

by treating the masses as operating in a ‘parallel’ circuitry. In this procedure an effective 

reduced mass mred substitutes the roles of the two masses in motion and features as the 

‘only’ ‘moving-mass’ in the derived 1-body system. Its magnitude is determined as: 
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       (1.78)  

Where, me and mp are the masses of the electron and proton respectively. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reduced_mass#Newtonian_mechanics: Accessed on June 8th 

2015. 

 

Given that the amount of energy of practical use is defined in terms of a mole, which 

concept captures masses of elements in grams, we express the reduced mass mred in 

grams. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mole_%28unit%29: Accessed on June 10th 2015. 

 

Thus: 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reduced_mass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mole_%28unit%29
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3.5 The 1-D Radiation Energy Distribution H0 due to an Electron in the Ground State 

Using Equations (1.74) & (1.79) under reduced mass conditions, we determine H0, the 

Ground State Energy Radiation constant as follows: 
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       ………………………(1.80) 

 

At last, the constant H0 approximates greatly the original constant (≈ 6.55 x 10-34 Js), 

which Planck is credited to have obtained from several Black-Body Radiation 

experimental data.  

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1918/planck-lecture.html: 

Accessed on June 9th 2015. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant#Black-body_radiation: Accessed June 7th 

2015. 

 

Clearly, the 1 – Dimension Radiation Energy Pattern due to a single electron orbiting 

in the ground state of a Hydrogen Atom exhibits, a thermal energy radiation pattern 

predicted by Max Planck. 

 

Using Equation (1.74), for 1-D radiation energy distribution, Einstein – Planck Energy 

formula in Equation (1.69) is re-stated here as: 

 

fhfxE  341055433766.6    (1.81) 

 

However, from the methodic derivation of Planck’s formula, done in this work, it 

becomes contentious, whether  Planck derived the constant first, or he actually picked it 

from several Black-body experimental data, as many available sources seem to suggest! 

http://www.quora.com/How-is-Plancks-constant-derived-From-what-formula-And-what-

does-it-physically-mean-for-us: Accessed on June 8th 2015. 

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1918/planck-lecture.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant
http://www.quora.com/How-is-Plancks-constant-derived-From-what-formula-And-what-does-it-physically-mean-for-us
http://www.quora.com/How-is-Plancks-constant-derived-From-what-formula-And-what-does-it-physically-mean-for-us
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At any rate, Planck’s constant in its original early form is practically derivable from 

Classical Mechanical Laws of Hooke and Newton’s Second Law. I am therefore 

strongly persuaded to hold in this work, that the current Planck’s constant is an 

extrapolation of the Classical Mechanical value into the Quantum/Relativistic Mechanics 

domain; where the same constant is embellished with a magnification factor accounted 

for as being due to relativistic factors.  

 

It is clear therefore that when derivational procedures eluded Scientists, they resorted 

instead to measurement methods in order to determine what Planck had highlighted 

earlier. The success encountered in this work to derive Planck’s constant ‘from first 

principles’ renders enormous support to the fact of the existence of magnetic monopoles 

in the first place, as well as their foundational value and interactive functions as they 

build different types of matter.  

 

It is not therefore true that Planck’s constant is ‘mathematically absent’ among Classical 

Physics Equations! This misconstrued position has been used to brand Classical Physics 

as a mere approximation of Quantum Mechanics at Macroscopic levels!  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_physics#Comparison_with_modern_physics: 

Accessed on July 8th 2015. 

 

The (relativistic) current SI value for Planck’s constant of 6.62606957 x 10-34 J-s is 

hence a downgrade of the original experimental value. The increment between the 

original and current Planck’s constant value accounts for an excess of about 1.1% of the 

Classic Mechanical Planck’s constant value as illustrated in Equation (1.82). 

 

%09.1%100
55433766.6

55433766.662606957.6








 
x   (1.82) 

Key observations:  

 The closeness of the derived Planck’s constant (h ≈ 6.55433766 x 10-34 Js) and 

his ‘experimental’ result (h ≈ 6.55 x 10-34 Js), clearly seals the Planck’s Energy 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_physics
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Constant (h) as typically belonging to the Classic Mechanics domain, than the 

Quantum Mechanics or its subsidiaries, the General and Specific categories.  

Therefore, any valid derivations of physical quantities, built on or related to the 

same constant are necessarily promoting the Classic Mechanical platforms than 

otherwise.   

 The Classic Mechanical derivation (of what Planck is said to have observed 

during the Black Body radiation experiments), using Classic Mechanical 

methods, is confirmatory ground proof of the existence of the unlike magnetic 

monopoles, their associated magnetic charge (Qm) and the subsequent Ground 

State: radius (r0) for the Hydrogen’s orbiting electron, the fundamental electron 

velocity (V0), frequency (f0) as well as the associated fundamental wavelength 

(λ0).  

 Without taking sides whether Planck first derived the constant in question and 

thereafter applied it or he simply ‘stumbled’ on it during the experimentation 

period, the Classic Mechanical Version of Planck’s constant is assumed in this 

work. 

For example: Green color spans a frequency range approximated as: 526 – 606 THz; on 

a single dimensional gauge, the corresponding energy range prevailing is determined as: 

JxxxxE

JxxxxE
191234

606

191234
526

10971928622.3106061055433766.6

10447581609.3105261055433766.6







 (1.83) 

 

However, a sizeable amount of green color is defined within the precinct of one mole. 

The number of wavelets in one mole is currently estimated by the Avogadro’s constant 

NA as: 6.02214129 x 1023. In this sector, the corresponding energies associated with 

green light are determined by multiplying the single wavelet energy by the Avogadro’s 

number, NA. Thus the range of green color energy per mole in 1-D is found as: 

 
molkJ

xxEgreen

/195.239618.207

971928622.3447581609.3101002214129.6 1923



 

 (1.84) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant: Accessed on June 9th 2015. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visible_spectrum#Spectral_colors: Accessed on June 10th 

2015. 

 

Observe, since all radial and velocity parameter parameters are expressible in terms of the 

ground state orbit, the general form of Planck’s constant can be rendered as: 

3

vrm
h red

        (1.85) 

In the event that there are n oscillators (electrons) in a single orbit situated r from the 

nucleus, circulating the nucleus at v, the total reduced mass becomes “m = nmred” and the 

general Planck’s constant becomes: 

 
3

vrm
hn


        (1.86) 

 

In the above circumstances, the corresponding Einstein – Planck’s radiation energy law 

becomes: 

 fhnE         (1.87) 

 

1.6.4 The Quantum Mechanical Law for Conservation of Angular Momentum and 

Projected Causality of ‘Dark Energy’ 

From Equations (1.85 & 1.86), it is observable that Planck’s constant h is directly 

proportional to angular momentum of a single oscillating electron, with π/3 as the 

proportionality constant. This realization forms the background to the Quantum 

Mechanics law over the conservation of angular momentum, which states that: 

 

”The angular momentum L = mvr is an integer multiple of ħ”. 

Where, m is the total mass of the oscillating system, v is the speed of oscillation and r is 

the radius of the orbiting system determined from a reference point, say, the nucleus. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model: Accessed on June 16th 2015. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visible_spectrum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model
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This Law of Conservation of Angular Momentum as stated by Quantum Mechanics 

renders itself as directly derivable from the Classic Mechanical’s Planck constant as 

illustrated next.   

Now, assume that the orbiting system is constituted by n electrons with mass me each, in 

the p-th orbit, placed at radius r and moving at orbital velocity v; then the total orbital 

mass of the oscillating system m is found to be:  

 emnm          (1.88) 

Using Equations (1.85, 1.86 & 1.88), we have:  

3

2
2

vrm
hn


        (1.89) 

Clearly, the left-hand side of Equation (1.89) replicates Equation (1.77), which represents 

the radiation energy pattern in two dimensions. This fact supports the condition of the 

system’s oscillation under study, whose action occurs in two dimensions.  

 

Re-arranging Equation (1.89), we obtain:  

vrmnvrm
hn

 6
2

6


    (1.90) 

Where, ћ = h/2π 

 

Letting 6n = k, and using Equation (1.90) we have: 

 kvrm          (1.91) 

Observe: k is an integer since n is also an integer. 

 

Equation (1.91) gives a version of the Quantum Mechanical Law of Conservation of 

angular momentum as derived using Classical Mechanical laws. However, the Quantum 

Mechanical rule, assumes k to take on integer values from: 1, 2, 3….., which it refers to 

as ‘Principal Quantum Numbers’.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model: Accessed on June 18th 2015. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model
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1.6.4.1 Classical and Quantum Mechanics’ Discrepancy over Angular Momentum 

The apparent discrepancy between the Classical and Quantum Mechanics over the 

quantization of the angular momentum is ultimately traceable in the Einstein’s 

postulate of the equivalence proposal between mass (m) and Energy (E), via the speed 

of light in vacuum or free space (c), which is expressed as: 

 2cmE          (1.92) 

To the Einstein’s Energy formula, De Broglie was able build his hypothesis in 

connection with the particle-wave formula. The said hypothesis is captured in Equation 

(1.93), which relates momentum (p = mc) with wavelength (λ) via Planck’s constant (h). 

p

hh
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fcandfhEButp
c

E

c

cm








,.
2

  (1.93) 

Where, λ is specifically referred to as: de Broglie wavelength. 

Other formulae are derivable from Equation (1.93) like: 

 Planck’s momentum P can also be rendered in terms of the wave vector k defined 

as: 


2
k . In this format P features like: 

k
khh

P 
 2

    (1.94) 

 Radiated Energy E can be rendered in terms of angular frequency ω as: 







2
hfhE      (1.95) 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matter_wave#The_de_Broglie_hypothesis: Accessed on 

June 18th 2015. 

 

However, Quantum Mechanical Scientists are quick to translate their definition of 

momentum into the Classical Mechanics’ realm; to the extent of treating the two 

momenta definitions as conforming to the same thing! It is this equivocal and 

unfortunate hypothesis, which is the causality of the observed discrepancy between the 

derived Classic Mechanical’s and Quantum Mechanical’s quantization values of angular 

momentum.   

 

The above position is exemplified by the manner in which the angular momentum 

quantization is derived in Quantum Mechanics using Bohr Model in conjunction with the 

de Broglie Equation. 

 

From the de Broglie Equation developed as in Equation (1.93) the same de Broglie 

wavelength is expressed in Newtonian Classical momentum environment as:  

 
cm

h

vm

h
       (1.96) 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/bohr.html: Accessed on June 18th 2015. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_momentum: Accessed on June 18th 2015. 

 

The status quo in Equation (1.96) implicates the Newtonian Mechanical’s v (variable) to 

be interchangeable or equivalent with the Quantum Mechanical’s c (constant)!  Certainly, 

v is not necessarily equivalent to c in Equation (1.96)! It follows therefore, that the 

equivalence between v and c is a singularity (it can only happen once) and hence cannot 

be universalized. It is this fallacy of generalization that causes the ‘rift’ between the 

Classic and Quantum Mechanical realms.  

 

The above contradictions are further exemplified in the controversial procedure adopted 

by Quantum mechanics to derive the quantization of angular momentum of an oscillating 

electron using the Hydrogen Atom Model as demonstrated next.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matter_wave
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/bohr.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_momentum
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1.6.4.2 Quantum Mechanical’s Derivation Procedure for the Quantization of Angular 

Momentum 

From Equation (1.96), and employing the standing (instant) wave de Broglie condition 

that the ‘circumference of a standing wave is an integer (principal quantum number) n of 

the associated wavelength λ = 2πr’, we have: 

 rn  2         (1.97) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model: Accessed on June 19th 2015. 

 

Now, substituting for λ using Equation (1.96), we have:  

 

 rvm
hn

r
vm

h
n 




2
2     (1.98) 

The left hand side of Equation (1.98) presents an expression for the angular momentum L 

of an oscillating system, like an electron in an orbit. 

Thus: 

 nrvmL        (1.99) 

Where, n = 1, 2, 3….(principal quantum numbers). 

Equation (1.99), is the standard definition Quantum mechanics associates with the law of 

the conservation of angular momentum of an oscillating system. In this formulation, 

angular momentum is shown to be constrained to discrete values by the principal 

quantum number n.  

 

1.6.4.3 Significance of Classical and Quantum Mechanics’ Variance on Angular 

Momentum: Projection of ‘Dark Energy’s’ Causality 

In the first place, both formulae in Equations (1.90 & 1.99), bear the same structure, save 

the factor of ‘6’, which is characteristic of the Classic Mechanical’s formula in Equation 

(1.90). However, in Bohr’s original statement, the value-type of the integer appears not to 

be specified, as the following quotation indicates. 

 

“Bohr's condition, that the angular momentum is an integer multiple of ħ was later 

reinterpreted in 1924 by de Broglie as a standing wave condition: the electron is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model
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described by a wave and a whole number of wavelengths must fit along the circumference 

of the electron's orbit: 

 rn  2  

Substituting de Broglie’s wavelength of λ = h/p reproduces Bohr's rule…..” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model#Origin: Accessed on June 19th 2015. 

 

Clearly, the Classic Mechanical position stands better placed to offer an appropriate 

interpretation to Bohr’s original condition, than otherwise. The Classical position 

specifies the value type of the ‘integer’, which interfaces the angular momentum of an 

orbiting system with the energy it emits or radiates via the reduced-Planck’s constant (ћ). 

 

Besides, the Classic Mechanical higher value of the ‘integer’ factor stands in a better 

position to offer a clue to often observed extra energies, whose origin is currently 

projected in some ‘darker matter’! It is likely to turn out that the problem of ‘darker 

energy’ is basically a ‘prediction/formula issue’ than being a real problem; to the extent 

that once the current measuring devices are re-programmed the issue shall be laid to 

‘eternal rest’!  

 

It is not difficult to establish the estimated energy associated with hypothetical darker 

matter using the facts established above. For in the prevalent Quantum Mechanics, 

Planck’s Energy Emission is valued at 1/6th of its true value. It is the ‘unaccounted for’ 

energy, which amounts to 5/6 (≈ 83.3%) of measurable value that is ‘wrongly’ attributed 

to ‘dark energy/matter’.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter: Accessed on July 9th 2015.   

 

On a more cautionary side, the designers of systems which include propulsion thrusts in 

their energy departments should undertake extra care to ensure proper disposal of the 

identified extra energy which often may end up into heat-energy. The 6-times over the 

traditional radiation energy projection is obviously a major source of energy, which must 

be factored in (to avoid under-design consequences), during the design of especially 

critical machines like Satellite Engines and those of other flying vehicles.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bohr_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_matter
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It may not be far-fetched, if investigations about the Satellite and Aircraft Engines’ 

failures in space are done along the identified extra 6-times radiation energy source. It is 

also recommended here that technology should be developed to ‘harvest’ such enormous 

amount of radiation energy and turn it into some useful power sources.  

 

1.6.4.4 On the Velocity of Light  

In this work the Special Relativists’ hypothesis that all electromagnetic waves travel at c 

is tenable. In this work, this proposal is rejected ‘on merit’. In fact, Einstein – Planck’s 

Energy Radiation law (cf. Equation (1.87)) depicts energy being radiated by a frequency 

travelling at a speed; this speed cannot be anything different from the speed of the 

oscillating particle/electron, which radiates the energy. This is true since the particle-

wave Equation (1.9) defines the same speed for both the particle and the frequency! That 

is, both the particle and its associated frequency operate at the same velocity! 

 

From Equation (1.87) it follows: 

 











v
hnfhnE       (1.100) 

This implies:  

vE          (1.101) 

 

Clearly, this velocity v, which keeps on decreasing in upper energy shells, cannot denote 

a constant c (as apparently upheld by Quantum Mechanics!); even as the excited electron 

keeps on radiating in those slow velocity-prone shells!  

 

Besides, in this current work, the maximum (ground state) velocity V0 is approximated 

as: 4.9187062989 x 106 m/s, which is slightly more than 60 times less than the current 

value of:  c = 299792458 m/s ! This value associated with c, presents a difficulty situation 

where a wave travels faster than the speed of the oscillating particle that radiates it; 

which is a contradiction!  

 

In addition, since Equations (1.81 & 1.92) address the same reality, it follows then: 
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 hfcmE  2       (1.102) 

Where, 
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We have: 
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    (1.104) 

 

Clearly, from Equation (1.104), v > c; this implies that the orbiting electron moves at a 

superluminal speed, which contradicts the Special Relativistic position! 

 

It is such instances of the irreconcilability between the theoretical prediction and 

experimentally verifiable propositions, which Quantum Mechanics, especially its Special 

Relativistic subsidiary needs to address in view of authenticating their proposals. In the 

face of this illegality, this work adopts the quantization of angular momentum as derived 

in Equations (1.90 & 1.91). 

 

In this work, effort is taken to derive an analytical value for the velocity of light. This 

value is obtained by applying the particle-wave Equation (1.9) to the Visible Frequency 

Range: 430 – 790 THz under the framework of the Hydrogen – Atom Model. 

  

As already stated, in the hydrogen Model, all excited radii parameters are determined 

from the Ground State parameters; and these are listed again below for quick reference:  

 

The Hydrogenised Standard V0, f0, λ0 (and T0) Parameters are:   

 Standard Orbital Velocity V0: 4.918 706 2989 x 106 ms-1   

 Standard Frequency f0: 5.536 046 8406 x 1018  Hz  

 Standard Wavelength λ0: 8.884 8711735 x 10-13 m 

 Referential Periodic Time T0: 1.806 343 3098 x 10-19 s. 

 Minimum Radius r0: 1.414 071166 x 10-13m 
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The parameters of interest are: Frequencies and the associated velocities; which are 

determined according to scheme expressed below. 

 

Let the excited radii be n, its corresponding frequency and associated velocity be 

expressed as: fn and Vn respectively.  

 

Using relationships developed in Chapter 4, we have: 
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      (1.105) 

 

Properties of n: This is a real number and not simply an integer. Its integral part 

represents the actual radius and hence the wavelength-slot with which the n-th parameter 

is associated; while mantissa part represents the overtone or amplification index. The 

applications are detailed in Chapter 4. 

 

a. We determine the n-th wavelength-slot associated with the 430 THz frequency as 

follows: 

5275.12874
10430
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   (1.106)  

Thus, 

 1014879.9
2log

5275.12874log

3

2
n     (1.107) 

 

Here: n = 9 + 0.1014879. This implies that the 430 THz frequency is defined within the 

9th shell. 

 

In this order, the corresponding velocity is determined as: 
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b. Similarly, we determine the n-th wavelength-slot associated with the 790 THz 

frequency as follows: 
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Thus, 
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2log
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n     (1.110) 

The corresponding velocity is determined as: 
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Vn  (1.111) 

 

The average of these velocities gives a fair value of the velocity of visible light; namely: 

15
5
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 smx
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V lightvisible  (1.112) 

Equation (1.112) represents the average velocity of visible light determined using the 

mechanics of a Hydrogen Atom. This value is comparable to Galileo Galilei’s estimate 

figure of: 3.335 x 105 m/s, which was measured under un-modulated environment of 

free space between two hills. 

http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/lightandcolor/speedoflight.html: Accessed on 23rd 

2015. 

 

To illustrate further, how the current value associated with the velocity of light is 

problematic, we endeavor to situate the n-th radius that would be associated with it in the 

Hydrogen Atom Model. Now, let us determine the wavelength-slot n, corresponding to 

the current velocity of light c. 

Using Equation (1.105), we have: 
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n    12.141 (1.113) 

 

Since n < 1, it implies that the electron is embedded inside the nucleus, which it is 

supposed to orbit; and this is a contradiction! It is upon this and other grounds cited 

http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/lightandcolor/speedoflight.html
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already, that the value associated with c is not upheld in this work; it is assumed to be a 

result of measurement of a modified specimen (light), since the available experimental 

details surrounding the determination of the said value, do not guarantee the preservation 

of the natural state and dynamism of the specimen under investigation. 

 

This explains in part why the Galileo’s determination of the speed of light, which he 

conducted in a light - natural milieu, yields a value which approximates the analytic value 

determined in this work, despite having used very simple tools.  

 

Hypothetically, it may be held that the current value of the velocity of light is 

‘inadvertently’ amplified a thousand times (three orders of magnitude, which is: 103). For 

if this holds, a value of: 299,792 .458 m/s clearly fits in well into the range of the speeds 

of visible light as determined above (cf. Equation (1.112)). Besides the current methods 

used to determine the value for the speed of light, employ ‘magnification procedures’. 

Could it be also that the confusion arises from the data capture forum such that instead of 

writing m/s, the km/s unit was adopted? 

 

1.6.4.5 Summary  

In sum, Classical Mechanics under the unlike magnetic monopoles as its elementary 

particles is capable of predicting both the particle and wave phenomena at sub-atomic 

levels. The results obtained in this work indicate that Classical Mechanics even returns 

more accurate values at sub-atom levels than those predictable by Quantum Mechanics!   

Further, the orbiting electron’s radiation energy can be categorized as electro-magnetic 

energy traversing a medium at a frequency and speed. Indeed, it has been illustrated that 

the sub-atomic particles, define their own masses, and forces that define their 

interactions. Thus the proposed unlike magnetic monopoles as the final elementary 

components for all matter as we know it are ‘self-contained’, both with respect to their 

masses and the forces mediating their actions.  

The analytic arguments I have raised in this work, could have been highlighted earlier, 

had it not been the experimental - derivational character that has always been 
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associated with Planck’s constant! Besides there have not been corresponding analysis 

tools in place to explicate the constant’s parameters; the constant hitherto is estimated 

via measurement procedures. However, this ‘black-box or balkanization’ state has been 

surmounted in this work via the instrument of the elementary unlike magnetic 

monopoles.  

 

1.7 CONCLUSION 

 

The traditional/popular bi-coloring of the permanent bar magnets with often Red and 

Blue/Grey depicting the North and South magnetic fields respectively are permanent 

defenses and grounds for confirming the existence of monopolar magnetic fields about 

bar magnets. These are uncontaminated fields just as the respective colors depicting them 

are clearly demarcated such that none sheds into the other! The boundaries between the 

said colors constitute the asymptotic bond about which the two monopolar fields join in a 

‘stitch-like’ bond. 

 

The inevitable substitution established in this work of the traditional Electric field for a 

vertical magnetic field is bent to ease the often observed interplay between the hitherto 

two fields. The transversality of the fields is henceforth defined between magnetic fields 

only. This forms ground for the motor action, where on powering the coil situated 

between two distinct magnetic fields of a permanent (North and South), a situation of 

like polarity between the permanent magnet and the coil prevails, which engineers the 

rotary movement of the coil. 

 

From the above major grounds/premises, the following obtains: 

 

1.7.1 The building unit of magnetism is the Monopole. The Magnetic Monopoles 

ordinarily exist on the same stock, thus constituting a magnetic dipole, or as 

individual entities. The often sophisticated methods that have been applied in 

search for the same should now be redirected on developing the Magnetic 

Monopolar Models. In the advent of the findings in this work, several prevalent 
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Electromagnetic laws and others like the second law of thermodynamics have to 

be revisited just as weeding out fictitious projections/causalities like that 

attributed to ‘dark matter/energy’.  

1.7.2 The flux lines about magnetic dipoles are not closed loops, but run into an 

asymptotic locus at the Equatoric section of a dipole. Clearly, the dipoles’ poles 

do not contaminate each other.  

1.7.3 The switching characteristic associated with unlike magnetic monopoles, 

underlies the mechanisms involved in the magnetic pole capture phenomena, in 

where a weaker magnetic pole is induced by a stronger magnetic polarity to 

‘abdicate’ its prior polarity and ‘mutate’ to its counterpart, the other unlike 

polarity. 

1.7.4 The inherent switching characteristic, provides a strong indicator of the memory 

flexibility (typical of RAM) and retention (characteristic of ROM), between the 

two unlike magnetic states that should be associated with the unlike magnetic 

monopoles, the details of which are discussed in Chapter 3. 

1.7.5 The switching property, therefore, gives strong grounds to associate data storage 

and programmable characteristics to the unlike magnetic monopoles. 

1.7.6 The discovery of Magnetic Monopoles gives an enormous boost to the 

communications sector; not only in terms of the availability of lighter magnetic 

monopoles and hence swifter data carriers but also in boosting its capacity to 

process huge amounts of data.  

1.7.7 The North and South magnets thus exist and magnetism arises directly from 

magnetic monopoles. 

1.7.8 It has also become clear in the analysis done in this work, that apparently all along 

magnetic monopoles have been dealt with but under different identities; to the 

extent, that now it has become increasingly so difficult to associate ‘a charged 

particle’ with anything else than a magnetic monopole!  

 

Activities therefore that have often been associated with electrons, like electricity 

and heat conduction, should actually be attributed to elementary particles, the 

unlike magnetic monopoles! Clearly, concepts like ‘electric permittivity, ɛ’ lose 
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application and relevance in this work. Again, as discussed in Chapter 3, the two 

traverse potions of the waves that have been all along apportioned to the Electric 

and Magnetic domains do in fact belong to the same stock; both are magnetic 

transverse waves!  

1.7.9 The foregone analysis protects the new findings from ‘executing’ a complete 

overhaul of the current bulk of the Electromagnetic Theory. On the contrary, the 

scientific knowledge is going to become only better!  

1.7.10 The two greatest achievements of this work, namely, the articulation of the 

existence of unlike magnetic monopoles, and the derivation and expressing  

Planck’s Constant into its parametric form, have satisfied the long searched for 

bridge between Classic and Quantum Mechanics. The ‘heavy’ reliance of 

Quantum Mechanics on the Planck’s constant, furnishes ground to the conclusion 

that indeed, in many ways Quantum Mechanics after undergoing a few purges, 

ends up in the hands of Classic Mechanics!  

1.7.11 The parametric form of the Planck’s constant provides means of determining the 

source of the extra energy which Quantum Mechanics has always been identified, 

but without articulating exactly its source or causality; hence the name ‘dark 

energy/matter’. This is one key area to suggest strongly that Classic Mechanics is 

a superior predicating tool than Quantum Mechanics even at the sub-atomic 

level. 

1.7.12 At this level, the elementary unlike magnetic monopole particles are the most 

immediate factors which are destined to provide the required ingredients for the 

most searched for gateway towards realizing the ‘Theory of Everything’. 
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	1.6.1 Introduction: The dual nature of an electron, both as a wave and particle, predicts two concurrent forces implementing corresponding energies simultaneously as the electron oscillates about the nucleus. The energies put into action are the radiation energy, which manifests the wave-aspect and the binding energy, which is guaranteed by the particle-character of the orbiting electron. Common to the two energies is the singular ultimate and primary force, which engineers them; and this the magnetic force. 
	Magnetism therefore is the basic force among the sub-atomic elements, which manifests itself in its many subsidiary force forms. It follows therefore that the unlike magnetic monopoles, which constitute the ultimate fundamental elements of all material objects, provide for the most basic elementary force in the sub-atomic region. Thus the elementary form of all matter is magnetic.  The matter and its force are contained in the same source, the unlike magnetic monopoles.
	1.6.2.8 Summary: In sum, the un-perturbed electron as a particle, remains continuously orbiting while simultaneously bound to the Hydrogen nucleus, without crashing into the same due to the concurrent magnetic attractive and repulsive forces’ action. Clearly, the two forces contributing to the electron’s bound state are ultimately reducible to the actions of magnetism, which is an intrinsic property of the elementary particles - the unlike magnetic monopoles.
	Key observations: 
	 The closeness of the derived Planck’s constant (h ≈ 6.55433766 x 10-34 Js) and his ‘experimental’ result (h ≈ 6.55 x 10-34 Js), clearly seals the Planck’s Energy Constant (h) as typically belonging to the Classic Mechanics domain, than the Quantum Mechanics or its subsidiaries, the General and Specific categories.  Therefore, any valid derivations of physical quantities, built on or related to the same constant are necessarily promoting the Classic Mechanical platforms than otherwise.  
	 The Classic Mechanical derivation (of what Planck is said to have observed during the Black Body radiation experiments), using Classic Mechanical methods, is confirmatory ground proof of the existence of the unlike magnetic monopoles, their associated magnetic charge (Qm) and the subsequent Ground State: radius (r0) for the Hydrogen’s orbiting electron, the fundamental electron velocity (V0), frequency (f0) as well as the associated fundamental wavelength (λ0). 
	 Without taking sides whether Planck first derived the constant in question and thereafter applied it or he simply ‘stumbled’ on it during the experimentation period, the Classic Mechanical Version of Planck’s constant is assumed in this work.
	1.6.4.1 Classical and Quantum Mechanics’ Discrepancy over Angular Momentum
	The apparent discrepancy between the Classical and Quantum Mechanics over the quantization of the angular momentum is ultimately traceable in the Einstein’s postulate of the equivalence proposal between mass (m) and Energy (E), via the speed of light in vacuum or free space (c), which is expressed as:
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	To the Einstein’s Energy formula, De Broglie was able build his hypothesis in connection with the particle-wave formula. The said hypothesis is captured in Equation (1.93), which relates momentum (p = mc) with wavelength (λ) via Planck’s constant (h).
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	Where, λ is specifically referred to as: de Broglie wavelength.
	Other formulae are derivable from Equation (1.93) like:
	 Planck’s momentum P can also be rendered in terms of the wave vector k defined as: �. In this format P features like:
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	 Radiated Energy E can be rendered in terms of angular frequency ω as: �					(1.95)
	https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matter_wave#The_de_Broglie_hypothesis: Accessed on June 18th 2015.
	Using Equation (1.105), we have:
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	Further, the orbiting electron’s radiation energy can be categorized as electro-magnetic energy traversing a medium at a frequency and speed. Indeed, it has been illustrated that the sub-atomic particles, define their own masses, and forces that define their interactions. Thus the proposed unlike magnetic monopoles as the final elementary components for all matter as we know it are ‘self-contained’, both with respect to their masses and the forces mediating their actions. 
	The analytic arguments I have raised in this work, could have been highlighted earlier, had it not been the experimental - derivational character that has always been associated with Planck’s constant! Besides there have not been corresponding analysis tools in place to explicate the constant’s parameters; the constant hitherto is estimated via measurement procedures. However, this ‘black-box or balkanization’ state has been surmounted in this work via the instrument of the elementary unlike magnetic monopoles. 



